



















On the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of your appointment as Health
Officer for the Town of Durham, we recognize you, Dr. Lawrence W. Slanetz,
for:
Fifty years of continuous service dedicated to the health
concerns of Durham and its citizens
A positive approach to solving health problems in the
community
Service beyond the community to the State of New Hampshire
and the State Health Officers' Association
Dedication well beyond the call of duty.
On behalf of the citizens of Durham, we extend our heartfelt thanks.
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PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR DAVID WALKER
TOWN OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES
SELECTMEN (3 Years;
Exp i ra t i on
of Term
Anne E. Goodman (Mrs. Robert) 1986
Owen B. Durgin 198?
Patricia Fisk (Mrs, Lennard) 198?
Norman W. Stiles 1988
Mary S. Campbell (Mrs. John) 1988
MODERATOR (2 Years)
Joseph E, Michael , Jr. 1986
TOWN BUSINESS MANAGER
Deane R. Sweet (Resigned 10/85)
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR (3 Years)
Linda L» Ekdahl 198?
Helen B. Mitchell (Deputy)
TOWN TREASURER
David C. Ninde 198?
HEALTH OFFICER
Lawrence W. Slanetz 1986
WELFARE OFFICER
Deane R. Sweet (Resigned 10/85)
Anne E. Goodman - Acting Welfare Officer
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST (6 Years)
Elisabeth Maurice 1986
William Prince, Chairman 1988
Joan W. Weeks 1990
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS (3 Years)
Herbert W. Jackson, Chairman 1986
Frederick C. Ober, Treasurer 1987
Malcolm Sandberg, Clerk 1988
Expi rat ion
of Term





James C. Chamber) in






BUDGET COMMITTEE (3 Years)
Frederick H. Reischer (Resigned)
Replaced by: Louis Hudon
Steven C . I rvi ng
David Delage
Michael Everngam (Resigned-no replacement)






Douglas R. Sumner (Resigned-no replacement)
Gloria Willey (Resigned)
Replaced By: Martha Smith (Mrs. Wesley)
0. B. Durgin (Rep. Selectmen)
PLANNING BOARD (5 Years or 3 Years)
Bruce Bragdon, Chairman
Richard T. Hardy
Gary Lonsinger (3-Year Term)
Craig R. Seymour (3-Year Term)
Jody Handy (Mrs. Peter), Sec. (Resigned 5/85)
Stuart Dedopoulos (APPOINTED 6/A/85)
Michael Merenda (3-Year Term)












ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (5 Years)







Charles E. Clark (Alternate)
Joseph Murdoch (Alternate)
Malcolm Neuhoff (Alternate)














Wa 1 ter We i land
Mary S. Campbell (Mrs. John)











Gary Lonsinger (Rep. Plann. Bd.)
Patricia Fisk (Rep. Selectmen)
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION (3 Years)
Nancy Sandberg (Mrs. Malcolm)
Maryanna Hatch (Mrs. John)
Marie Polk
Lewis Roberts
L. Franklin Heald, Chairman
Richard T. Hardy (Rep. Plann. Bd.)
Mary S. Campbell (Rep. Selectmen)
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
George Crombie (Resigned 11/85)














Exp i rat Ion
of Term
FIRE COMMISSIONERS (3 Years)
Dav id Fl anders




Lt. Donald Vittum (Resigned 6/85)
Sgt. Michael Golding
Sgt. Joseph McGann





William H. Shaheen, Justice
Joseph E. Michael, Spec. Justice
Judith Johnson, Clerk (Resigned 11/85)
James T. ' Ne I 1 , Jr. (APPOINTED 12/85)




Patricia Fisk, (Sel . Rep.) 1986
Norman W. Stiles (Sel . Rep.) 1986
Owen B. Durgin (Sel. Rep.) 1986
Patrick Miller (UNH)
SEWER POLICY COMMITTEE
Herbert W. Jackson 1988
Don. L. Thompson 1988
Paul Bishop (UNH Rep.)
Patrick MI 1 ler (UNH Rep.)
O.B. Durgin, Chairman (Rep. Selectmen) 1986
Expi rat ion
of Term
JOINT TOWN/UNIVERSITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Town :
Anne E. Goodman (Mrs, Robert) 1986
Owen B. Durgin 1987
Patricia FIsk (Mrs. Lennard) 198?
Norman W. Sti les 1988
Mary S. Campbell (Mrs. John) 1988
Lawrence W. Slanetz 1986
Bruce Bragdon, (Rep. Plann. Bd.)
Theodore Finnegan (Fire Comm.) 1987
Un i vers i ty :
Lennard A. Fisk, Jr.
J. Gregg Sanborn
Stephanie M. Thomas
Patrick Mi 1 ler
Fel ix DeVito
David Flanders (Fire Comm.)
Roland LaRoche (Acting Chief)
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Board of Selectmen





KEEPER OF THE SWANS
Lorus & Margery Milne
KEEPER OF THE POUND




Fire Department Study ;
Upon vote of the 1985 Town Meeting, the Board of Selectmen
prepared and distributed an R.F.P. for the Fire Department Study.
The Board awarded the contract to the University City Science Center
of Washington, D. C. - in the amount of $12,990. A copy of the
completed study is on file at the Durham Town Office.
Student Housing !
Throughout 1985 the Board of Selectmen received numerous
complaints from Durham residents concerning the purchase of
residential homes for student housing use. The major complaints
concerned parking, noise and the deterioration of the residential
neighborhoods.
This problem was discussed at a Town/Gown Committee meeting.
Gregg Sanborn, Dean of Student Affairs. recommend the formation of a
Task Force to study the problems of off-campus student housing. This
Committee has been formed and will have recommendations to present to
the Committee for the Town and University of New Hampshire to
consider amendments to the Zoning Ordinance.
Per sonnel :
The Town experienced a major turnover in key personnel during
1985. George Crombie resigned as Public Works Director in November
-
to accept a position as Public Works Director in Burlington, Vermont.
His dedication and service have had a tremendous influence on the
growth and character of our Town. David Walker was appointed Public
Works Director, and his former position of Town Engineer is in the
process of being filled.
Town Business Manager Deane Sweet resigned in October to accept
a position in the private business sector.
Police Lt. Donald Vittum resigned in June to become Chief of
Police in Lebanon, N H. His contributions to the Town were many,
especially his efforts in working with young people.
Joseph McGann and Michael Golding were promoted to the rank of
Sergeant in the Police Department, as a result of the revision of the
personnel organizational chart in that Department.
The Board has appointed Kathy Deganais as Bookkeeper/Accountant
for the Town. Kathie Lopez has been hired as Clerk/Typist.
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Data General ;
The physical changes with the cominq of Data General to Durham
are apparent in the construction work being carried on for the water
and sewer lines. Those who visit the Data General site will find the
building under construction. The Board has met with Data General
officials several times and Data General looks forward to becoming a
part of this community.
1984 Audit:
The conversion of our accounting system to computer was one of
the factors affecting the failure to complete the 1984 audit As
seen in the Report of the Auditor, all efforts are being made to have
a complete audit as soon as possible.
Routs.J103.:
After two years of discussion, meetings and controversy, the
final public hearing on Route 108 was held in January, 1986. The
Board of Selectmen is waiting for a final decision from the State
regarding this project.
Huj:rica.ne. giprja;
In September, Hurricane Gloria decided to visit. It brought
forth a tremendous spirit of cooperation between all departments of
the Town and University. It was apparent that these two communities
are well prepared to handle this visit from Mother Nature.
Chairman Anne E. Goodman, Mary S. Campbell, Norman W. Stiles, Owen B. Durgin
and Patricia L. Fisk, 1985 Durham Board of Selectmen.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT STUDY
The 1985 Town Meeting directed the Board of Selectmen to
initiate a study of fire protection and rescue services in our
community, results of which were to be available to the public by
September 1 1985. An R.F.P. was developed, bids were submitted and
reviewed and a consultant was hired on August 20, 1985. Our
September 1 deadline was unrealistic.
The study was conducted by the University City Science Center
between September and November of 1985. The preliminary draft was
submitted to the Board of Selectmen on December 9- 1985 and the final
draft on January 23, 1986.
The major recommendations of the study are:
There is a need for both the Town and the University to address
the large number of false alarms.
The Town should conduct a needs assessment of the current and
projected fire and emergency medical needs of the community and
develop a long range public safety plan.
The Fire Department should prepare and submit a written monthly
report to the Fire Commission, the Town, and the University.
The Town should request the Fire Commission to conduct a
detailed review of the false alarm problem.
The Fire Department should implement efforts to better
integrate the full-time and call companies.
The Town and University should make call personnel recruitment
and retention a primary initiative.
The Fire Commission should establish minimum call-back response
requirements for full-time and call personnel.
The Department should review its call-back policy and
procedures.
The Fire Commission should consider using call personnel to
fill in shift vacancies when a shift is short personnel.
The Fire Commission should review the activities of the fire
inspections division to ensure that property within the Town is being
inspected properly and regularly.
The fire chief should re-establish the practice of having the
suppression division participate in inspectional activities.
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As a matter of policy the University and the Town should aqree
to use the median base compensation from a sample of New Hampshire
fire departments as the benchmark for establishing compensation
levels in Durham.
Responsibility for establishing compensation rates should be a
joint University/Town responsibility.
Guidelines for achieving merit pay increases should be revised
to include criteria rewarding superior performance and the attainment
of certain training certificates and skill levels.
The University and the Town should study the personnel costs
involved in converting to a 42-hour work week.
The Town must streamline the budgetary process for the Fire
Department.
There is a need for the Town and the University to establish a
firm budget for the Fire Department prior to January of each year and
to have both the Town and the University put their full resources
behind getting that budget funded.
The Town should adopt a firm budget with sufficient funds in it
to cover the highest estimated cost of living increase the University
might approve.




The 1985 Durham Town Meeting directed the Board of Selectmen to
create a Town Government Study Committee to analyze the
appropriateness of the present structure of town government and to
make recommendations to the 1986 Town Meeting. The Committee
established by the Selectmen has reviewed current town operations,
met with the Director of the New Hampshire Municipal Association
-
local government committee chairpersons and interested citizens of
the community.
The Committee found that the State of New Hampshire now permits
its communities wide latitude to create forms of local government
best suited to local needs. In Durham, those needs have become more
complex in response to federal regulation, state law, and rapid local
growth in both residential and commercial categories. Given the
nature of these demands and the procedures now established to
consider possible changes in the structure of local government, the
Committee recommends that the Durham Board of Selectmen proceed to
establish a Charter Commission in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter 49-b, NH Revised Statutes Annotated.
These steps would provide the voters of the Town an opportunity
to decide the issue of whether or not such a commission should be
established, and if to be established to choose the members of the
commission. If the voters choose not to establish a commission, the
simultaneous election of members provided for in chapter 49-b is
void.
The Committee also recommends that the Board of Selectmen give
major publicity to the referendum on the proposed creation of a
charter commission and that the Board encourage interested citizens
to file for election as members of the Charter Commission.
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WELFARE OFFICER
As Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, I assumed the duties of
Welfare Officer upon the resignation of Deane Sweet in October, 1985.
Being in direct contact with our welfare needs has been a learning
experience for me. The good economic conditions during 1985 have
been reflected in the expenditures in the To\;n welfare accounts.
The proposed changes in the State welfare laws ref
year have become a reality. As of January 1, 198fi t
longer able to transfer assistance to the County,
anticipated this change in the lav/ v;ill have a dramatic
Town. The use of O.A.M. funds during 1986 will certai
fund emergency cases and aid in the (now unknown) ar
expenditures. Future welfare budgets will depend large
experience during this coming year and future devel
'-'own. This will be a budget over v/hich we no longer hav
balrnces and controls of the past.
erred to last










Sgt. Michael Golding makinq a safety presentation to ORMS children awaiting
f i nge rpr i n t i ng.
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JOSEPH J. GIORDANI. C.P.A. MEMBERS:
BRIAN P. LORTIE, C.P.A. AMERICAN INSTITUTE — CPAs
NH SOCIETY — CPAs
TELEPHONE — 772-3460
l a / AICPA
- PRIVATE COMPANIES
772-3481 C/j- / C' <^/,, ../• C7A..i^ ^/.... PRACTICE SECTION
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
P.O. BOX 459





Durham, New Hampshire 0382^
Dear Doai-d Members
:
As auditors for the Town of Durham, we were unable to co;iiplete the I98U
audit due to accumulated bookkeeping problems.
During 198^4, the Town of Durham converted from a manual accounting sys-
tem to a computerized accounting system. The conversion caused several
problems within the General Ledger system for all Town funds, and as a
result those funds were out of balance for the auditors requiring ex-
tensive review along with the re-running of original source documents
in order to build the information back into the system.
Presently, the Town's accounting department is attempting to re-construct
those records. The selectpersons instructed us to stop what we were doing
until these records were re-constructed and in a condition to complete
the requirements of an audit
.
Very truly yours.




GENERAL FUNDS ACCOUNT: Durham Bank
Cash Balance, 1/1/85
RECEIPTS:
Received from Tax Collector


































ACCRUED BALANCE, 12/31/85: 2,851,786.02
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT







U. S. Treasury Dept.
Open plus Receipts




Balance, Durham Trust Company
12/31/85 54,902.00
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GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES PROJECT










SEWER CAPITAL EXPENDITURES ACCOUNT















PARKING FUND CHECKING ACCOUNT: Durham Trust
Balance, Durham Trust Company, 1/1/85: 12,080.36
Transferred to Money Market 12,080.36
Balance, 12/31/85
U.D.A.G. ACCOUNT:
Balance, Durham Trust Company, 1/1/85: 100.00
Receipts: -0-
Balance, Durham Trust Company 12/31/85 100.00
BANK OF NEW ENGLAND CHECKING ACCOUNT:
Balance, 1/1/85:
Deposits
Receipts plus Open Balance
Bank Activity Fees






Open plus Deposits 170,066.68
Transferred to General Funds: 150,000.00
Balance, Durham Trust Co., 12/31/85 20,066.68
1985 Receipts in Transit 1,283.87
Accrued Balance, 12/31/85 21 ,350.55
WASTE TREATMENT CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT
Balance, Bank of New England, 1/1/85:
RECEIPTS:
Receipts plus Open Balance
Disbursements:
Balance, Bank of New England, 12/31/85:
1,125.
PARKING FUND MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Company, 1/1/85:
Transferred from Checking Account











ROAD RESTORATION DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Company, 1/1/85:
RECEIPTS:
Open Balance plus Receipts:
Bank Fee






WATER DEPARTMENT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Company, 1/1/85
RECEIPTS:








WATER DEPARTMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNT






PARKING FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance, Durham Trust Company, 1/1/85
Transferred to Money Market







STATEMENT OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 1985
TOWN OF DURHAM
STATEMENT OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 1985
PRINCIPAL INTEREST
Balance Balance Amount Due Amount Due
January 1, Paid December 1987 & Paid
1985 1985 31, 1985 198.6 Subsequen t 1985 1986 1987 & Subsequent
11,067 5,533 5,534 5,534 -0- 449 224 -0-
275,000 25,000 250,000 25,000 225,000 16,800 15,200 64,800
1,105,000 115,000 990,000 110,000 880,000 59,184 52,827 198,881
1,600,000 160,000 1,440,000 160,000 1,280,000 86,640 77,520 291,840
310,000 35,000 275,000 35,000 240,000 18,720 16,480 52,800
80,000 15,000 65,000 15,000 50,000 4,640 3,680 5,760
15,000 15,000 -0- -0- -0- 480 -0- -0-
60,000 10,000 50,000 10,000 40,000 3,410 2,790 4,960
150,000 30,000 120,000 30,000 90,000 11,400 9,121 13,680
290,000 58,000 232,000 58,000 174,000 22,040 17,632 26,448
25,000 5,000 20,000 5,000 15,000 1,900 1,519 2,279
33,000 6,600 26,400 6,600 19,800 2,524 2,007 3,010
-0- -0- 150,000 30,000 120,000 5,438 9,788 17,399
-0- -0- 9,000 3,000 6,000 -0- 653 652
$3,954,067 $480,133 $3,632,934 $493,134 $3,139,800 $ 233,625 $ 209,441 $ 682,509
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
There were fifteen burials in the Durham Cemetery in 1985;
eight caskets and seven cremains. In four cases the family had to
purchase burial plots following the death. This is one crisis that
can often be avoided. Citizens are urged to plan ahead whenever
practicable so that burial plots are available when needed. However,
of the six lots newly purchased this year, only two were sold on this
basis. All lots sold were relatively small; one, two or three
graves, and one cremains lot.
Three new trust funds for abandoned graveyards were established
in 1985. The Trustees gratefully acknowledge the receipt of $300
from Roger V. Mathes of Deerfield, N. H. , for the care of the
Benjamin Mathes graveyard near Mathes Cove. Mr. W. D. Pendergast of
Gahanna, Ohio, deposited a check for $100 to establish a fund for the
Pendergast graveyard on the Garrison Farm in Durham. The intent is
to add annually to this fund until the income is enough to provide
annual care. The annual contribution of $300 by the Durham
Historical Society was used to set up a trust fund for the Samuel
Chesley graveyard south of Route 108.
These new funds are greatly appreciated by those who are
concerned for the preservation of Durham's historic artifacts.
Without such protection, it is feared that many of the abandoned
graveyards would be lost to future generations.
The limited timber harvest on the Doe Farm has been delayed due
to a recent drop in the market price for chips and other wood
products. All preparations are still in place however, and it is now
hoped that the harvest can be accomplished in 1986.
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
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REVENUE SHARING REPORT
Fund Balance as of 12/31/84 $ 2,463.19
RECEIPTS :
Received from Federal Revenue Sharing, 1985 118,608.00
Total Funds Available: $ 121,071.19
1985 APPRORIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Description Appropriation Expended
Town Beautification 7,462.00 7,462.00
Parks & Recreation 1,592.00 1,592.00
Police Cruiser 10,800.00 10,789.00
Newmarket Health Center 1,900.00 1,900.00
Oyster River Home Health Assoc. 8,363.00 8,363.00
Library 27,340.00 27,340.00
Welfare 9,000.00 1,476.00
Old Age Assistance 4,500.00 2,876.00
Street Lighting 26,000.00 25,526.00
Public Works Salaries 13,500.44 13,500.44
Durham Ambulance Corps 15,412.00 15,009.00
Total Expended 115,833.44
Unexpended Balance 12/31/85: 5,237.75
Anticipated Revenue, 1986 94,939.00
Available for 1986 Appropriations: $100,176.75
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BUDGET COMMITTEE
The development of the budqet for the Town of Durham begins
with the individual department heads who review their previous
budgets and expenditures and project their future requirements, in
some cases as much as five or ten years in advance.
The departmental budgets are submitted to the Selectmen who
review them and frequently make some adjustments.
The budgets, with the Selectmen's amendments, are forwarded to
the Budget Committee where a detailed review is performed, usually
involving the department head. At this point, significant changes
are not uncommon.
The Budget Committee has been meeting throughout the year with
weekly meetings beginning in September, and bi-weekly meetings in
January and February. The budget contained in this Town Report is
the result of the above process.
About one-third (32%) of your tax is based on this budget. The
rest of your taxes are for county government (10%) and schools (58%) .
As a citizen and voter in Durham, present at the Town Meeting,
you have the right to question and seek further revision or change in
this budget, and to approve or disapprove the final amount.
Once the budqet is approved, the Selectmen may spend the funds
as they feel is appropriate with certain restrictions. Among these
are that the money spent must qualify under one of the line item
categories in the approved budget and that expenditures cannot exceed
the total appropriated amount.
In March, 1985 the Budget Committee passed a resolution setting
a goal of keeping any budqet increase equal to or less than the rate
of inflation. This resolution was communicated to the Selectmen, all
department heads, the county, and the School Board. This was an
ambitious goal in view of the growth of the Town. The Budget
Committee was successful with some, but by no means all, departments.
The Budget Committee has begun to establish communications with
the budget authorities of Lee and Madbury in an effort to better
understand the facilities we mutually share and fund. Organizations
such as the Durham Ambulance Corps, ORYA, the Dispatch Center and the
regional health organizations find the differing requirements of the
different towns confusing and sometimes contradictory. Our effort is
aimed at reducing this concern.
The Budget Committee wishes the voters to be aware that the
growth of the Town is making increasingly apparent the inadequate
space available in the Town Office facilities, including the police
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and public works departments. This is a significant budget issue
which will affect our deliberations and your taxes in the not too
distant future.
As in the past, the Budget Committee has encountered some
difficulty in maintaining a full complement of members. Fortunately,
we have retained some members with valuable long term experience and
obtained some new members with especially important areas of
expertise. By law, members of the Budget committee are not paid. We
welcome volunteers and provide on-the-job training.
DURHAM BUDGET COMMITTEE
"Durham, A History 1900-1985" offered evidence of what Main Street looked like
with two-way traffic in the 1960s. The book contains 194 photographs, maps,
and drawings depicting the history of the town during those 85 years.
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DURHAM DATA
SIZE: 25.5 square miles (2.2 of which is water surface)
POPULtM'ION: Federal Estiinate: 10,657 (Effective July 1, 1978, the
Federal Population Estiniate is
official for all purposes and
includes resident student
population)
TOIVN RDADS: 41.9 miles
STATE RDADS: 19 miles
SIDEWALKS: 26,489 linear feet, or 5.01 miles
Recreational Facilities
Skating Rink at Jackson's Landing
Jackson's Landing boating facilities
Cedar Point boat ramp
Tot Lot
Oyster River Park
Recreational walking route via Class VI roads, as seen in "Walking Durham"
Old Landing (both sides of bridge
Town Shipyard boat landing
Mill Pond Scenic area
Doe Farm
Bicentennial Park at ffein Street and Mill Road





Property Owned By The Town
BUILDINGS
Town Hall (Durham District Court, Museum)
Highway Department Garage
Highway Department Garage (Sheds)
Sewage Treatment Plant and Addition
Sewage Pumping Station, Dover Road
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Property Owned By The Town
BUILDINGS
Solid Waste Disposal Site, Durhain Point Road
New Town Office Building - 13-15 Newmarket Road
Hockey Warming Hut
Grease Handling Facility
Henry A. Davis ^';anorial Building
LAND
Lot #55, Woodridge Ftoad
Schoolhouse Lane, Town Garage Lot
Old Landing Road, 400' north side, 100' south side
Mill Pond RDad Park
Land Off Dame Road (approxiinately 30 acres)
Mill Pond Dam, north side
Police Building Lot, 40' x 50"
Tot Lot
Town Lot and land in Provost Development
Oyster River Park
Smith Chapel and two acres. Mill Pond Road
Littlehale Road Lot
Jackson Landing
Cedar Point, two shallow lots
Durham Point Road at intersection with Langley Road
Lee Pit
Well Site, four acres off U.S. Route 4 in Lee
Lot 27, Longmarsh Road - Beaver Pond Conservation Area
Conservation Land adjacent to Lot 27
Wiswall Road Dam Site
Spruce Hole Conservation Area
Doe Farm
JjDt llos. 79-83 — I'foodridge Development
Conservation Easanent - Pond Area at EXirham Point Road and Pinecrest Lane




Once again our Police Department has experienced an increase in
demands for services -- this year's activities rose nearly five (5)
percent above the 1984 level. Records indicate we have now increased
our overall activities to a total of one hundred and six (106)
percent above 1978 figures. Conversely, manpower increases have
fallen far short during this same time frame. as only one (1)
position has been added to the department despite this marked
increase in activities.
In an attempt to keep pace with such increases, to ensure that
the quality of police services does not diminish, and to effectively
and efficiently meet the demands placed upon us by the escalating
growth of our community, we must begin now to take decisive steps to
enhance the police department's personnel needs.
I will begin by requesting that one full-time police officer
position be added this year. This addition will enable me to assign
another full-time uniformed patrol officer to a five (5) day shift
during peak problem hours to help deal with the noise and disturbance
problems which seem to have moved into the neighborhoods since the
change in the drinking age. The addition will also enable me to
assign a second full-time detective to handle investigations which
have experienced a comparable increase in activities. Currently. a
second part-time detective splits his duties between patrol and
investigations - this hinders continuity in many investigations and
does not provide adequate patrol coverage.
Our parking fund achieved its projected 1985 revenue with
receipts in the amount of $30,178.90 - the parking fund money market
account now totals more than $54,000.00. The Selectmen have raised
the fee for parking permits and anticipate placing the Pettee Brook
Lane master meter fees more in line with other Mew Hampshire
communities. This action should not only raise revenues- but
hopefully impact the availability of parking in the metered lot.
Because we felt the "crunch" on the availability of parking
since the University has stepped up its parking enforcement. I will
request that a traffic control position (not a police officer) be
added to the "Parking Fund" account. This person will issue parking
tickets and, during the school year, fill one of the school crossing
guard positions. Although not the sole solution to the parking
problems of the Town, enforcement should be enhanced as currently the
police officer now performing this task is called away frequently in
order to respond to calls for services. Consistency in parking
enforcement, a police officer's ability to respond to calls more
readily, and added patrol coverage to the community are some of the
benefits of the traffic control officer position - I would note that
this is a self-funded account.
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I hope my brief justifications have enabled you to understand
the overwhelming need for these recommendations. Durham is
experiencing growing pains brought about by its rapid growth - the
Police Department must be granted the
challenge
!
resources to meet this
Front Rov;: (L to R) Supervisor Cathy Coletti, Supervisor Alan Dennis, Sergeant
Michael Golding, Chief Paul Gowen, Sergeant Joe McGann, Supervisor Phil
Stetson, Supervisor Brad Loomis; Second Row: (L to R) Patrolmen Mark Taylor,
Richard Donovan, John Tostenson .Secretary Marjorie Rawson , and Patrolmen
Joe Whiten, Brian Scaletti, Paul McGann. Missing Is Patrolman Richard






























Operating Without a License





Taking a Motor Vehicle Without Consent
DWI/Operating After Suspension
Disobeying an Officer (Juvenile)
Failure to Reduce Speed at a Curve
Defaul t/Operatina After Suspension
















Police Patrolman Paul McGann, Supervisor Bradley Loomis, and Brian Scaletti shown
in uniforms worn during "Hurricane Gloria". Armed with chain saws in their




Receiving Stolen Property 7
Theft 4
Bench Warrant 17








Misrepresenting Age/Unlawful Possession of Alcohol 2
Unlawful Possession of Alcohol (Juvenile) 1
Open Container 82
Attempted Theft 1
Criminal Trespass (Juvenile) 5
Criminal Mischief (Juvenile) 4
License Required/Alcohol 9
Attempted Theft/Receiving Stolen Property 1
Burglary 5





Unauthorized Use of Fireworks 5
Dog Running at Large 2
Concealment of Merchandise 2
Misrepresention of Age 1
Resisting Arrest 3
Open Container/Resisting Detention 1
False Report to Law Enforcement 1
Felon in Possession of a Firearm 1
Possession of Hyperdermic Needle 1




Prohibition/Simple Assault/Resisting Arrest 1
Lewdness/Unlawful Possession of Alcohol 1
Possession of Controlled Drugs 3
Knowingly Present Where Drugs are Kept (Juvenile) 3
Assault/Criminal Trespass 1
Shoplifting (Juvenile) 2
Attempted Theft (Juvenile) 1
Amusement Device/License Required 1
Forgery 1



























Lost/Stolen Personal Property 42












Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assault 2






Theft by Deception 1
Disobedience to Police Officer 3
Tampering with the Mall 1




Criminal Mischief and Theft 3
Spillage on the Highway 3




Criminal Mischief (Juvenile) 1
Loitering 1











Possession of Controlled Drugs (Juvenile)





















Operating Without a Valid License 26
Unregistered Motor Vehicle 166
Stop Sign 133
Unattended Motor Vehicle 17
Unrestrained Child 2
Failure to Yield While Turning Left 2
No License in Possession 1
Following Too Close 8
Failure to Yield Right-of-Way 10
Misuse of Power 12
One-Way Street 39
Sol id Line 23
Overtaking on the Left 3
Failure to Yield to Pedestrians 12
Operating Bicycle Without Lights 22
Misuse of Plates 8
Operating Without a Motorcycle License 9
Passing on the Right 2
One-Way Street (Bicycle) 16
Passing School Bus 3
Operating on Sidewalks (Bicycle) 15
Operating Without Corrective Lenses 3
Unsafe Tires 9
Operating Without Headlamps 4
Failure to Yield to Emergency Vehicles 1
Operating Without Eye Protection 16
Reckless Operation 3
Failure to Reduce Speed at an Intersection 1
Improper Pass 4
Obstructing Driver's Mechanism 1
Obedience to Police Officer 3
Operating to the Left of Center 1
Safety Chain Requirement 1
Allowing Unlicensed Person to Operate 1
Disobedience to Traffic Devices 3
Riding Two on a Bicycle 1
Visual Requirements 1
Vehicle Overweight 1
Display of Plates 1
Bumper Height 1





The Juvenile Annual Report relates only to those crimes where the
juvenile offender was known, apprehended, and processed,
A number of juvenile cases involved parent conferences, warnings after
hearings with parents, release to the custody of parents for disciplinary
action, court diversion, and juvenile or adult court. The Juvenile or Adult
Court is used only after other remedies have been exhausted.





























































In 1985 the Probation Deprtment did not see many changes. This
year, as for the past two years, a good deal of work was done
assisting with a comprehensive plan for the State to take over local
probation. During 1985 the Probation Officer initiated a process to
check for drug usage among the people placed on probation. An
agreement was entered into with the Laboratory for Chromatography in
New York to do the urinalysis at a small fee. The results of such a
program seem to be beneficial, so the test will continue in 1986.
During 1985 the Probation Department conducted 95 Social
Investigations; 27 of which were juvenile cases. Seven of the
juveniles were placed on probation. Besides conducting the
investigations and supervising people on probation, a good amount of
time was spent collecting monies for victims of crimes. This past
year the Probation Department collected $6,056.90 in restitution.
This amount is over $2,000 more than collected last year.
The intersection of Route 108 and Durham Point Road, where the proposed recon-
struction would Eliminate the "Y", has been in existence for a long time, as
this photograph from the new book, "Durham, A History 1900-1985," indicates.

























It is with pleasure that I submit my first annual report. Since
my appointment in September, the sincerity and cooperation shown by
all department personnel has provided a positive and progressive
atmosphere within the department.
The year 1985 has been one of significant change for us.
In January we moved into the new fire station. All aspects of
our operations have been improved as a result of our larger and more
efficient facility. All apparatus is now housed inside the station,
affording better preventive maintenance and shorter response times to
alarms.
Greatly improved living and working areas for our shift
personnel and increased office space for our staff are adding to the
efficiency of our daily activities.
The Durham-UNH Professional Firefighters Association donated
labor and materials to assist in several projects including the
building of a storage area above our gear and equipment wash bay area
in the station.
The spring season saw the busiest brush and woods fire
statistics on record in the last fifty years. These responses were
largely manpower intensive and represented a substantial time
commitment by our off-duty and call company personnel.
Our call company members participated in an apparatus
driver/operator qualification programc throughout the spring and
summer, including a defensive driving course. Our two call companies
presently represent a total of 19 personnel who are available to
assist our 16 full time career firefighters during major incidents,
station coverages, special events and activities.
£i re Prevention
:
Fire prevention activities, coordinated by Captain William
Cote, included a Fire Department open house during Fire Prevention
Week and the re-establishment of an in-service fire safety inspection
program which is conducted by on-duty shift personnel.
The bureau has been extremely busy this year with public
education programs, building and renovation plan reviews, fire
investigations and inspection activities.
The chimney and woodstove inspection program continues to be a




Training has been a major activity of all personnel throughout
the year. Our training officer, Lieutenant John Rines, who is also a
shift commander, coordinates monthly activity schedules for both
classroom and practical training for all firefightinq personnel. All
of our career firefighters maintain State of New Hampshire
certification through the New Hampshire State Fire Service Training
Division. They also maintain certification as Emergency Medical
Technicians, as our department does respond to serious medical
emergencies in cooperation with the Durham Ambulance Corps.
Maintenance ;
Our maintenance officer, Lieutenant Russell Bassett, oversees
our apparatus and equipment repairs in addition to his
responsibilities as a shift commander. This year a new preventive
maintenance program for all apparatus has been established through
the UNH Service Garage. My sincere appreciation is extended to Mr.
Harold Knowles and his staff of mechanics who have worked diligently
to keep our apparatus in a constant state of readiness.
Our 1974 Chevrolet Pickup (Utility 2) was retired this year and
replaced with a 1985 Chevrolet pickup.
In September we accepted delivery on the long-awaited
tanker/pumper. This apparatus (Engine 3) replaced our aging tractor
trailer tanker. The addition of this apparatus greatly enhances our
capability to provide a rapid and aggressive attack on fires.
Our 1965 Mack pumper (Engine 4) has undergone rust repairs on
the hose body and compartments. This repair work will extend its
life expectancy an additional five years.
In September, Deputy Fire Chief Roland LaRoche retired from the
department after 21-1/2 years of service. Upon completion of a
competitive exam process, the Board of Fire Commissioners appointed
Deputy Fire Chief Mark Dellner, previously with the Dover, N. H. Fire
Department. Deputy Chief Dellner serves as the department's
operations officer, coordinating all aspects of personnel scheduling,
shift activities and gear and equipment issues.
The folloowing is a summary of the response statistics for
1985;
1,3 07 emergency responses
_ 250 service call responses
1,557 total responses
The Town of Durham and University of New Hampshire have
invested substantially in equipment and facilities in an effort to
improve the quality of our fire protection, which hinges on the
abilities of our firefighting personnel.
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We are indeed fortunate to have a very capable and dedicated
firefighting force who, together with the positive support of all
cooperating agencies, strive to provide the highest level of fire
protection that is possible. V7e look forward to constantly improving




Robert P. Wood, Chief, Durham-UNH Fire Department


















TOWN OF DURHAM PROPERTY VALUATION




Ablowich, Ronald E & Ann H
Ablowich, Ronald E & Ann H
Acacia Building Corporation
Adamovich, Frank W S Shirley
Adams, Raymond P.
Agakian, Haro & Juditii A
Ailenger, Michael & Teresa
Aliapoulios, Meneloas
Allan, Donald & Barbara
Al len, Dorothy F
Al len, Fred E
Al len, Fred E
Al len, Karen
Al len, Wl 1 1 iam E
Al lmendinger,E Eugene & Ann
Alpha Chi Omega Corp.
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Nu Holding Corp,
Alpha XI Delta Corp.













Annis, William & Elizabeth
Archie, Diane C & Earl E
Arnold, Lois E
Arnoldy, Roger L & Marian A
Arrigi, Albert S Mary
Artz, Richard J Jr
Astle, David S Sonla
Attenborough, Richard & Norah
Aubry, Helene M
Austin, Noel F S Judith A
Ayer, Parker & Alice
Azzi , Victor





Benning, Charles S Lorraine
Banning, Charles & Lorraine
Benoi t , Al i ce G
Bergeron, R Daniel & Nancy
Berky, Timothy J
Bernard, Richard A & Joanne
Berneche, Ronald H
Be r ton, Paul E
Beta Gamma Bldg Corp












anchi , Charles H
cknel
1
, Lei ghton I
gglestone, Ga i 1 E
ngham, Vivian S
rch, Franci s & Carol
ringen, Sedat & Zeynep
ackadar, Paul F & Ellen A
akemore, Richard & Nancy
anchard, Fletcher & Grace









Bobick, Melvin T & Ruth R
Bogle, Alfred & Margaret
Bombicino, Thomas & Mildred
Boni n, V^i 1 1 iam A
Bonn ice, William S A Canan
Booska, Emery P & Margaret H
Borror, Arthur & M Rae
Bothner, Wallace A Jr.
Bouchard, Robert J
Bourque, Homer & Muriel
Bourque, Homer & Muriel
Bourque, Homer & Muriel
Bourque, Muriel T
Bowdoin, Roger
Bowes, M Wi 1 1 iam
Boy, Angelo S Barbara






Butler, Clara W I6,l60
Butler, Thomas Y & Clara 63,130
Butler, Thomas Y S Clara 10
Byers, Gordon S Aileen 62,600
Byrnes, Carmen E 66,720
C-C-C Real Estate Partnership 11,230
Campbell , John 10,330
Campbell, John & Moher Anne 10,320
Campbell, John S Moher Anne 77,590
Canfield, MIchaele 32,^70
Canfield, MIchaele 22,380
Canney Farm Community Assoc 5,6^0
Canney Farm Community Assoc 7,250
Canney Farm Community Assoc 23,000
Canney Farm Community Assoc 7,590
Canney Farm Community Assoc 780
Canney Farms Company 21,780
Canney Farms Company 25,320
Canney Farms Company 25,770
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 630
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 720
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 690
Canney Farms Company 690
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 730
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 880
Canney Farms Company 790
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 660
Canney Farms Company 710
Canney Farms Company 12,310
Canney Farms Company 11,270
Canney Farms Company 12,970
Canney Farms Company 12,7^0
Canney Farms Company 11,860
Canney Farms Company 11,860
Canney Farms Company 12,^50
Canney Farms Company 14,090
Canney Farms Company 11,840
Canney Farms Company 13,610
Canney Farms Company 11,670
Canney Farms Company 12,910
















Canonico, John N & Judith K
Carbonneau, Lionel
Carl Isle, Duane
Carl I si e , M E
Carlson, Dennis J & Susan W
Carlson, Ralph & Sibylle
Carr, Barbara
Carrier, Robert H
Carroll, John & Diana
Carter, Francis Jr & Joan
Carter, Gavin H & Louisa J
Casas,R Alberto & Constance
Casey, Bernard S Kathleen
Casey, Stephen & Lillian
Cataneo, Kathryn B
Cauchon, Leo & Jane
Cavanaugh, John & Barbara
Cel I kkol , Barbaros
Center for Const. Change
Chaulifoux, Homer & Judith
Chalmer, Lawrence & Sarah
Chal tas, Kay T
Chamberlin, William C S Ruth K
Chamberlln, James C ^
Chandler, Norman & Esther
Chandler, VInal & Carol




Chase, Jere & Jane
Chase, Lorraine
Chase, Malcolm & Charlotte
Chase, Malcolm S Charlotte
Chase, Malcolm S Charlotte






Chen, Jlann-Jer & Whel-ling





























Cheney, Robert & Eugenia
Cheney, Wal ter W
Cheney, VJal ter W
Cheney, Wal ter W
Cheney, Wal ter W
Cheney, Walter
Cheney, Wal ter W
Cheney, \Ja] ter W
Cheney, Wal ter W
Cheney, Wal ter W
Cheney, Walter W
Cheney, Wal ter W
Cheney, Walter W, I nc
Chene7, Walter W, inc
Cheney, Walter W, Inc
Chikalla, Gerald G & Jessie E
Chi Ids, Montgomery & Cynthia
Chinburg, Dale




Cooper, David--Sof fen, Cynthia
Corel 1, Robert W S Billie Jo
Cormier, Peter L
Cormier, William & Carol
Cote, Joseph L & Thersea N
Cote, William & Cynthia
Cotter, Patricia S
Courts, Timothy & Wells, Janet
Couture, Richard & Elizabeth
Cox, CI i f ford J
Cragin, Pat & Gaudette, Alice
Craig, Eliz B Trust of
Craig, Merle
Craig, Patricia M &
Craig, Ralph B Jr &
Cra ig Suppl y Co. I nc
Cra ig Suppl y Co. Inc
Craig Supply Co, Inc Employees
Craig Supply Company
Crandall, Paul & Doris
Crandall, William D & Jeanne A
Creighton, Arthur & Miriam
Crockett, Carlton & Sandra
Crockett, Carlton & Sandra





Cross, Donald A & Harriet
Cross, Maynard
Crow, Garrett S Charlyn






















Joseph J & Ruth H
Arthur C & Delores














Dell, Stephen & Walsh, Julia
Delporto, Joseph A
Delta Zeta
Delude, Richard A & Dawn
DeMarco, Cel la A





DeVi to, Fel ix A
Dewey, Richard & Beatrice
Dewey, Richard & Beatrice














ckerman, Edmund & Lois J
Mambro, Arthur R & H Celeste
Mambro, Arthur R & H Celeste
ngle, Charles H S Beverly A
sesa, Leonard & Kathy
shman, Ann B
shman, Robert
tommaso, Lewis J & Lynda S
Donahue, George P & Helen
Donahue, Peter & Sylvia
Donoghue, Kevin & Ellen
Donovan, Betty L
Donovan, John M S Eddylou
Dorr, John Van N I I I
Doty, Robert J & Janet
Dowlen, Richard S Jane
Downeast Energy Corp.
Downs, Richard E & Julie
Drake, Al len D S Martha P
Draves, David D Sr.
D re her, James H
Dresser, Marie
Drew, Georgia Goss &
Dreyer, David & Cynthia
Dreyer, David S Cynthia
Dubay, J Gordon & Dorothy
DuBois, Paul A & Patricia D
DuBois, Thomas & Anne
DuBois, Thomas S Anne
DuBois, Thomas S Anne
Ducharme, Richard E
Dudley, Robert 6 Ernestine
Dudley, Thomas M
Duffey, David R & Marilyn
66,
OWNER
Evans, Dane S Diane
Evans, Roger £ Sandra
Everngam, Michael H
Evora, Joseph & Elizabeth
Exxon Corporation
Fabing, Wi Hard E
Fahey, Frank P
Fan, Stephen S T & Audrey K C
Farag, I hab S Madiha
Farber, Florence E
Farnsworth, Arthur & Glenna
Farrell, John & Jul ianne
Farrell, John & Jul ianne




Federer,C Anthony S Suzanne
Felix, Francis & Jacqueline
Ferrari, Richard & Madeline
F
OWNER
Gal lant, Wal ter Jr
Gamma Mu Alumni Assn
Gamma Theta Corp









Gannon, John & Marion
Gannon, Mary Elizabeth
Garber, Deborah S Richard





Garvi n, Wi 1
1
iam N
Gaudette, Al ice C S
Gaye, Wal lace A &
Geeslin, William S Dorothy
Gegas, Nicholas & Beatrice
Gerhard, Glen C & Gwenyth G





Gigley, Paul & Helen
Gi les , Jean G
Gillespie, John & Mary
Gi Imore, Robert C
Gingrich, William G S Joann H




Gloeckler, George & Christina
Gnann, Alan
Goodard, Edward & Norma
Goddard, V\/m & Pamela
Goding, Lyman & Jayne
Goldstein, Louis & Arnold
Gombossy, Albert & Helga
Gonet, Charles & Susan
Gonet, Karol
Goodman, Raymond J S Helen M




Hancock, David S Barbara
Handy, Bertha S
Hanley, Mary A
Hannon, George H S Mary C
Hansen, Larry S Karen
Harcourt, James & Katherine
Hardy, Richard T
Harmon, Mi 1 dred V/
Harrell, Elwood & Margaret
Harrington, Thomas & Susan
Harris, Larry & AnnMarie
Harris, Robert, Mary S Wendy
Harrison, John S Dorothy
Ha r rod, Donald V
Harter, Robert & Nancy




Haskins, Donald & Joan
Haslerud, George M S Ethlyn H
Hatch, Alder T S Jul iet L
Hatch, John & MaryAnna
Hauslein, John D Jr
Hauslein, John Jr
Hawley, John R & Linda G
Hayes, Timothy P
Hazen, William S Judith
Heald, L Franklin & Helen
Heal y, \7i 1 1 iam J Jr
Heath, John M & Joan P
Hebbard, Richard E
Hebbard, Richard & Carol
Hebert, David & Beatrice
Hegarty, Martin & Janet
Hegarty, Martin & Janet
Heichlinger, Robert & Marilyn
Heidgerd, Lloyd S Edna
Heidgerd, Lloyd S Edna
Heilbronner, Hans & Phyllis
Heilbronner, Hans & Phyllis
Heisenberg, Jochin & Irene
Heisey, Anne
Helsher, Richard & Judith
Hendrickx, Thomas & Donna
Henry, Harold J
Henry, Robert
Hentz, Douglas & Mol ly
Herbst, Edward J & Patricia P
Herr, Guenter & Viola
Hersh, Richard S Myers, Judith





Irwin, Manley & Doris
Isaccson, Barbara






Jackson, Herbert & Muriel
Jackson, J JerrolcJ & Elisabeth
Jackson, Maynard & Brenda
Jackson, Maynard & Brenda
Jacobson, Paul & Beverly
Jacoby, A Robb & Carol F
James, Marion
James, Ronald F & Dorothy M
Jellison, Charles & Phyllis F
Jelmberg, James & Johanne
Jenkins, Jay S Mary Lynn
Jenkins, Jay P
Jenkins, Nancy P
Jenks, R Stephen & Carolyn
Jerabek, Leonard W
Jervis, Frederick & Janis
Jervis, Frederick M
Jervis, Janis V7 & Frederick M
Jervis, Janis W S Frederick M
Jette, Jack S Jane
Johns ,Wi 1 1 lam III
Johnson, Chester & Eleanor
Johnson, Chester S Eleanor
Johnson, Esther
Johnson, JudI th K
Johnson, Lynda M
Johnson, Richard & Sylvia
Johnson, William R Etal
Jones, Galen S Edith
Jones, Paul R & Meredyth M
Jones, Richard C & Diane
Jones, Kenneth & Margaret
Joy, Stanley
Joyal, Edward Jr & Doris
Kaplan, David












Tax Collector/Town Clerk Reports

I 1986 TOWN WARRANT
TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FIFTH MEETING
To the inhabitants of the Town of Durham, County of Strafford, State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster River cooperative
High School Cafeteria, Durham, New Hampshire, on Tuesday , the
eleventh day of March, 1986 , A.D. , at 8:00 A.M. (E.S.T.) to act on
the following ballot articles:
1, 2, 3 and 4.
As provided by law, there can be no discussion on these
articles prior to balloting.
Absentee ballots will be processed beginning at 11:00 A.M.
POLLS WILL CLOSE AND ACTION BY BALLOTING on the articles
referred to above and listed below will cease at 7:00 P.M. The
ballots will then be counted and the results announced.
Further, in compliance with action approved by the Town Meeting
on March 7, 1972 (Article 2), you are hereby notified to meet at the
Oyster River Cooperative High School Gymnasium at 7:00 P.M . on
Wednesday. March 12, 1986 t'o act on all other articles in this
warrant.
ARTICLE 1. (VOTE BY BALLOT) To choose one (1) Selectman for a
term of three (3) years; one (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds for three
(3) years; four (4) Budget Committee members for three (3) years; two
(2) Budget Committee members for two (2) years; one (1) Moderator for
two (2) years; one (1) Supervisor of the Checklist for six (6) years,
and all other elective officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. (VOTE BY BALLOT) To see if the Town will vote to
establish a Charter Commission for the purpose of creating a
municipal charter.
The Charter Commission shall consist of nine (9) members; three
(3) of whom shall be appointed by the municipal officers and six (6)
of whom shall be elected voters of the municipality.
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ARTICLE 3. (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of
Durham Zoning Ordinance as follows;
read "Single Detached Dwelling, rather than "Single Family" as
1. Amend the first entry on the table on page 1-3 (Section 1.40) to
it reads now
Add a footnote #4 to "duplex and townhouse.
Add footnote #4: "No more than three unrelated adults may
occupy a household in an RA, KB or RC zone."
2. Amend the same table on page 1-3 by adding footnote #5 after
"Accessory Boarding House" and "Accessory Rooming House."
Add footnote #5: "No more than two adults not related to the
proprietor may be occupants of an accessory boarding house or
accessory rooming house in the RA, RB or RC zone."
3. Rewrite "m" on page 1-5 to read, "Accessory rooming or boarding
house means rooming, boarding or apartment as a use accessory to
a single detached dv/elling.
4. On page 1-5 under definition of "family", eliminate title
" Family " so that the title is now "Household . " Amend under
"Household" (a) "Family" by deleting the words "or lodgers or
roomers.
"
5. On page 4-3 (g) eliminate "and that such use is restricted to
not more than three unrelated adults per building."
6. Amend table 4-28 (a) to read "single detached dwelling" rather
than "single household."
7. On page 6-2, amend 6.42 a. after the colon by adding the words
"one space for each unrelated adult occupying said premises (if
permitted by the occupancy limits of Section 1.40)."
8. On Page 10-1, in Section 10.14, add to the definition of the
building inspector's duties "issuance of certificates of
occupancy" to be inserted after "heating systems" in the first
sentence.
In Section 10.14, in the seventh sentence, add the words "or
changed in use" after the word "demolished."
9. On page 10-3, in Section 10.21, add after the words "operation
of the building" the words "or change the use of the building"
in the first sentence. Also add a sentence which should read
"If a changed use would have required site plan approval if it
were to be built fo r the first time, site plan approval shall be
required for the change .
"
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10. Add to Section 10.22 after the words "non- residential use" the
words "and any residential use other than single and two-family
dwellings.
"
11. On page 4-11, amend Section 4.29 (a) by adding: "a change from
a family to unrelated household is a change in use requiring an
occupancy permit."
The purpose of this ordinance is to limit the number of
unrelated adults living in dwelling units located in the RA, RB or RC
Zoning Districts in the Town of Durham.
ARTICLE 4. (VOTE BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of
Durham Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Revise Table 12.51 — Density, Dwelling Type and Lot Area Per
Dwelling Unit; Section 12 of Article 12, Cluster Development of the
Durham Zoning Ordinance by adding a footnote #6 next to "single
dwelling in the R Zone and the RC Zone," which changes the
developable area to 120,000 square feet instead of 80,000 square feet
and the minimum lot size of the dwelling unit to 80,000 square feet
instead of 40,000 square feet when a septic system services more than
1 home.
The purpose of this ordinance is to revise the Cluster
Development Ordinance in the R and RC Zoning Districts by increasing
the required developable area and minimum lot size requirements.
THE PRECEDING CONCLUDES THE OFFICIAL BALLOT ARTICLES
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ninety-Six Thousand, Five Hundred Eighty-Five
Dollars ($96,5 85) for the purpose of funding capital equipment for
the Dispatch Center during the calendar year 1986. Such sum to be
raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance
with the Municipal Finance Act (N.H. RSA 33:1 et seq. , as amended)
and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rates of interest thereon, and to take
such other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in
the best interests of the Town of Durham.
(Ballot after discussion.)
(Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.)
(Two-thirds of the issue and costs to be paid by the University of
New Hampshire.)
^Without recommendation of the Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) for Capital
Reserve to be used for the purpose of a Town-wide re-evaluation of
all assessable properties during calendar years 1987 and 1988.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
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ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
enter into a lease/purchase agreement for a Grader, the period for
such lease/purchase agreement not to exceed five yers. Said
agreement will include a buy-out clause and a guarantee to the Town
of Durham of ownership of the equipment at the end of the lease
agreement. The first year payment and subsequent annual payments
shall not exceed Twenty-Three Thousand Dollars ($23,000).
{Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow Nine Thousand Dollars ($9,000) for the purchase
of a copier (this Article to regularize action taken in the fall of
1985.)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
receive and deposit in the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, Federal
Revenues allocated to the Town by the Federal Government under
provisions of the 1972 Acts of Congress, as amended, establishing the
State and Local Assistance Act, and to authorize withdrawal from this
fund for budgeted appropriations (see Budget) in the approximate
amounts and for the purposes listed as follows:
1986 ANTICIPATED AVAILABLE FUNDS: $94,939.00
Budget
ITEM 3L/ l/9e - 12/3 1/96
Town Beautif ication 8,139.00
Police Cruiser 11,366.00
Newmarket Health Center 2,100.00




Public Works Salaries 13,016.00
Durham Ambulance Corps 13 ,330 .00
TOTAL PROPOSED REVENUE SHARING: $ 94,939.00
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Forty-Three Thousand, Eight
Hundred and Eighty-Eight Dollars ($443,888) to defray its share of
the cost of Strafford County Government.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the budget
for the period January 1, 1986 - December 31, 1986, as submitted by
the Budget Committee in the amount of Three Million, Seven Hundred
Sixty-Six Thousand, Five Hundred Seventy-Three Dollars and
thirty-three cents ($3,766,573.33), and to raise by taxes the sum of
One Million Four Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand, Eight Hundred
Sixty- Seven Dollars and seventy-seven cents ($1,455,867.77) for the
purposes thereof. (See Budget Detail.)
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ARTICLE 12, To see if the Town will vote to implement the
provisions of RSA 261:157-a to adopt an ordinance waiving the motor
vehicle registration fee for former prisoners of war. This ordinance
to waive the fee to be charged for a permit to register one (1) motor
vehicle owned by any person who was captured and incarcerated for
thirty (30) days or more while serving in a qualifying war or armed
conflict as defined in RSA 72:38, IV, and who was honorably
discharged, provided the person has provided the Town Clerk with
satisfactory proof of these circumstances. This ordinance to become
effective upon adoption.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to deed a parcel of land 14' x 165' along Ballard Street to
Jesse P. Gangwer in exchange for a parcel of land 150' x 150' and the
use of a 30' right-of-way, said parcel of land located on Beech Hill
Road in Durham and owned by Jesse P. Gangwer.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to complete the exchange of deeds as shown on the plan "The
Town of Durham 1969 T.R.A. Construction, Durham Point Road." Land
owned in 1969 by Bradford M. & Jane T. Kingman, Herman Gadon,
Francis & Elizabeth Robinson, Evelyn Browne, Kenneth & Deborah Moore
and Norman & Marion Stiles.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to adopt welfare guidelines in accordance with RSA 165:1
which requires that the Town adopt guidelines by April 1, 1986.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain
such Federal, State or other assistance as may be available for
public works or other municipal functions, and to expend such funds
for those projects. (Two-thirds majority vote required to pass.)
ARTICLE' 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen, under authority of R. S.A. 80:42, to sell and transfer the
tax lien and/or the title to real estate acquired by the Town at a
tax collector's sale for non-payment of taxes, in default of
redemption for such tax sale within the time limited by law, by deed
or otherwise upon such terms as the Selectmen shall deem to be in the
best interests of the Town.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow necessary money in anticipation of taxes by
issuing short-term notes.
ARTICLE 19. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
VI-
5
Given under our hand and seal this 24th day of February in the
year of our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Six.





DURHAM BOARD OF SELECTMEN
A True Copy, Attest:





DURHAM BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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Form MS-7
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET UW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF Durham N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1986 to December 31, 1986 or for Fiscal
Year From January 1 19 86 to December 31 19 86_
SIGNED SUBJECT TO ATTACHED WAIVER OF DEPT. OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION COMMISSIONER
(Letter dated 2/13/86)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
BudgetrCommittee: (Please sign in ink)5et^,












^tale of ^efo ^ampsJ|tre
department of ^elienue ^hmmtstratton










This letter is to advise you that this Department will accept the town
of Durham's MS-7 for 1986 showing only the 1986 budget figures. This
applies to 1986 only.
We understand your concern with the 1984 and 1985 figures and sincerely
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Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 1985 i
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Taxes Committed to Collector ;
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
























Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes











Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year ;
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Abatements Made During Year ;
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes






















Uncollected Taxes - As of December 31, 1985:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes









Summary of Tax Sale Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1985
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
As of January 1, 1985
Taxes Sold to Town During Year


















Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements Made During Year
Deeded to Town During Year






Korbel , John & Isobel
Koseski , Wal ter
Kowalski, Bronislaw P & Julia
Krassner, Helen
Kraus, John D Jr
Kremzler, Katherine
Krummel, Robert & Mariyln
Kulesza, Pamela & Andrew
Kul len, Robert A
Kulp, Richard & Joyce
Kunkle, James & Sharon
Kunkle, James & Sharon
Kuo, Shan S




















ttlefield, David & Rebecca
ttleworth, Dennis K & Maria
Locke, W James
Lockhardt, Madeleine William
Lockhardt, Wi 1 1 iam III
Lockhart, Neil & Margaret
Lockwood, John A & Jean M
Loder, Theodore I I I & Suzanne
Lohnes, Kathleen S Mary Ann
Lohnes, Kathleen & Benjamin
Lohnes, Kathleen
Lohnes, Paul & Kathleen
Long, David S Susan
Long, David & Susan
Long, William ill & Barbara
Lonsinger, Gary & Nancy








Love, John M & Marilyn M
Lowy, John & Margaret
Luft, Karola
Lundholm, Ada
Lundholm, Donald L & Maude C
Lundholm, Jere





MacArthur, John S Catherine
Mac Dona Id, Elsie M




MacGregor, Forbes & Katharine


























































Maciolek, Stanley & Rosemary
Mackay, Edward
Mackie, Shei la A
MacLean, Alexander & Evelyn
Magidson, David & Leslee
Maier, John & Mary
Mair, Robert G & Susan F
Mangene, Robert S
Manning, Marcos & Pamela
Manning, Marcos & Pamela
Manock, Francis D & Dorothy L
Manock, Francis D
Marchant , Wi 1 1 iam
Marelll, Joseph & Diva
Marguerite, Dennis F
Marschner, Mary Al ice
Marshal 1 , Guy C
Martin, Carl & Rachel
Martson, Rushton
Martin, Richard C
Marti I ng, W Kent & Ruth W
Masi, Donald & Francis M
Mathieson, Arthur & Myla
Mathur, Virenda Kumar
Matusow, Paul & Arlene
Matusow, Paul & Arlene
Maurer, Bruce A
Maurice, Elisabeth Vail
Mautz, William & C Sue
Maynard, Fredelle B
McAllister, Robert & Jeanne
McAnlrlln, William & Linda
McArthur, Theodora
McCaddin, Mark S Virginia
McCaddIn, Robert S Edith
McCann, Francis Jr & Diane
McCarthy, Mary & Philip
McCarthy, Mary & Philip




McConnell, Michael & Maryse
McCosker, Donna M
McCosker, Noreen C
McCul lough, H Norman & Linda
McDonough, Robert & Sue 11 en
McGauley, John & Margaret










McNamara, Donald & Helen
McNamara, Thomas Duff
McNeill , Vi B




Means, Richard & Mary C
Menge, Carleton S Bette W
Mengers, John A
Mennel, Robert & Gisela






























ale, Michael S Susan M
eel
i
, Franci s S
chael , Joseph, S Shirley
chael , Shi rley W
chael , Shi rley W
chaud, Joseph
chaud, Joseph
chel , Peter N
ck, Samuel & Carol
ddleton , Wi 1 1 i am
hailoff, Vassily & Mary
1 ler, Edmund G
1 ler , El s i lyn
1 ler , Oren L & Trudi A







nichiel lo, Lee P
nter, Curtis & Marilyn
tchell, Edwin F Jr & Helen B
Moher, Thomas S Terry
Monahan, George & Norma
Montagano, Phi 1 ip
Mooradian, Andrew & Frances












Nelson, Gullmar S Shirley
Nelson, John & Mary
Nescot, Wi 1 1 iam T
Neuhoff, Malcolm C S Blanche












Newsky, Lewis 17 & Sharon A
Newton, Carl F & Carole J
N H Electric Coop Inc
Nicholson, Marvin & Clara
Nicolazzo, Richard S Nancy
Nicolff, Philip & Marguerite
Niel son, Mel vi 1 le
Niemi , Theodore







Nobile, Vincent P & Edith W
Nobrega, Rodney
Nolan, Michael F
Noordsi j , El i ze
Nordgren, Eric A
Northrop, Russell A
Norton, Robert J & Lillian M
Novak, Mark Etal
Nute, Mi 1 lard P & Helen M
O'Connell, Lawrence & Jane
O'Connor, Edward & Rita
0' Day, John S Bonnie
O'Keefe, Michael & Judith
O'Neil, C Michael & Carol Ann
O'Reilly, Joseph & Camilla
Ober, Dale G S Carol C
Ober, Frederick & Dorothy
Oberhauser, Paula
Olmstead, Kathleen










































































Olson, David & Diane 46,400
Onufrak, Theodore & Earlene 640
Orlando, Gabriele I I I 35,000
Ossenbruggen , Paul & Helen 62,320
Otis, Paul & Ethel 19,630
Ouellette, Raymond & Carole 61,000
Owens, Charles S Barbara 60,540
Owens, Richard S Phyllis 65,400
Oxner, Arthur W & Lorraine 71,000
Oyster River Development Corp 21,810
Paan Realty Trust 13,470
Paan Realty Trust 12,060
Palmatier, Roland S Jacqueline 64,830
Palmer, Frankl in Jr 900
Palmer, John Edwin 110
Palmer, John Edwin 120
Palmer, Phillip 600
Palmer, Robert & Frances 44,990
Palmer, Stuart H & Anne S 67,l80
Palmer, Wood row W 17,200
Palmer, Wood row Wilson and 65,750
Palmer, Wood row Wilson and 120
Parker, Albert C & Nancy P 66,760
Parks, Patrick K 58,150
Parry, C Robert & Nancy M 29,310
Partridge, Allan B 39,400
Pasternack, Elaine 49,370
Patterson, Constance F 36,950
Pazdon, Michael D 44,900
Pazdon, Sophie & John Sr 12,100
Pearson, Frederick 3,150
Pearson, Frederick C 1,100
Pearson, Frederick C 380
Pearson, Frederick C 220
Peckham, David S Rosanne 63,030
Peirce, Lincoln C & Brenda 61,930
Pellegrini, Anthony F 57,530
Pemberton, Albert L 26,540
Pemberton, Albert & Noreen 60,080
Pemberton, Albert L 14,880
Penhale, Mi Idred 80,810
Penna, Kenneth & Kathleen 52,920
Percival, Catherine P 55,520
Perlman, Ivan Lee and Norma 75,110
Peterson, Nobel K S Doris W 10,510
Petrie, Richard & Virginia 68,760
Petrovitsis, Elene 228,820
Petrovitsis, Stephen 30,360
Pew, Richard H 46,540




















card, Gerard S Eloise
ecuch, John Estate of
erce, Henry & Dorothy
erce, Robert Jr & Sally
ke, Evelyn Kathleen Alice
ke, James S & Anne L
ke, James S
ke, Wi 1 son S
lar, Frank L & Ani ta
Igrim, Sydney A S Faith M




Victor & Al thea
stole, Thomas & Donna
tman, Stanley & Claudia
Plaisted, Persis
Plimpton, Todd W & Joan L
Pokoski, John L & Jane P
Pokoski, John L & Jane P
Polk, Marie E
Pollard, James & Diane
Pomerleau, Phyl 1 i s
Popov Dobrinka Peter Christoph
Poteet , Wi 1
1
iam R
Poul in, Marion E
Poulin, Roger J & Janice
Poynter, Horace & Emily Trust
Poynter, Horace S Emily Trust
Pratt, Frederick L
Prescott, Phyl 1 is B
Prescott, Stanley W S Evelyn
Price, Samuel G & Margaret
Prince, William & Millicent
Pritchard, Parmely
Pritchard, Hugh S Joan
Proulx, Kathryn R
Provost, Arthur Jr & Jean
Provost, Arthur Jr & Jean
Public Service Co of NH
Public Service Co of NH
Puffer, John E & Trudi L
Puffer, V/intrhop F Jr
Pulitzer, Frederick D
Pul itzer, Fred & Adele
Purdy, Kenneth R
Putney, Al ice Helen
Quinn, James J S Eve M
Quint, Timothy & Janet















































































































Ramsay, Scott W & Gretchen 66,070
Rasmussen, Florence 40,510
Rasmussen, Mary Helen 39,100
RB Development Corp 1,700
RB Development Corp 1,890
RB Development Corp 13,230
RB Development Corp 7,830
RB Development Corp 120
Real Estate Advisors, Inc 71,350
Reece, Richard & Sarah 65,980
Reed, Gordon E & Eva H 5,800
Reed, Gordon E S Eva H 11,020
Robert C 36,420
Elaine B 52,810
John & Reid, Ann 95,1 60
ff, Jerome P & Bonnie W 55,310
lly, Phil ip A Heirs 46,950
lly, Richard & Barbara 18,380
lly, Richard & Barbara 390
n, Arlene 35,790
scher, Frederick & Lee 39,850
sman, Mark & Andrea 75,630
Renner, Richard W & Susan W 48,020
Repetto, Jacob J S Mary E 47,320
Restani, Raymond & Uta 61,850
Rex, Jeffery H & Joette M 83,920
Reyna, Gail C 27,850
Reyna, Stephen 50,480
Reynolds, Phillip E 45,310
RFM, Inc 68,770
Rice, Robert & Constance 600
Rich, Avery & Erma 61,470
Richard, Clyde C Jr & Joanne C 43,950
Richardson, Thomas 59,000
Richmond, V Content M 3,050
Ricker, Daniel S Donna 75,150
Rideout, Stanley 39,580
Rief, George S Linda 112,230
Riley, Douglas & Marion 67,450
Ringrose, Richard C S Helen S 38,460
Riverfields Properties, I nc 56,320
Robbins, Richard 87,660
Roberts, June 8,150
Roberts, Lewis Jr & Judith B 116,860
Roberts, Stephen & Janice 73,l60
Robinson, Arthur W Jr 32,280
Robinson, Francis & Elizabeth 83,200
Robinson, Francis & Elizabeth 14,170
Robinson, James & Patricia 52,150
Robinson, Olive M 45,500
T-15
OWNER
Robinson, Paul S Eveline
Rochfort, George & Phyllis
Rockenmacher, Sol S Linda
Roemer, Ingo S Nancy
Roemer, Ingo & Nancy
Rogers, John & Ada
Rogers, Owen & Marie
Rogers, Phi 1 ip E
Rogers, Thomas H S Audrey J
Rohde, H Lee
Rohrabacher, Evelyn H
Rol 1 ins, Anne Alger
Rol 1 ins, Bertha
Rol 1 ins, Bertha
Rollins, Etal
Rol 1 ins. Mi Idred
Ronan, Francis S Anne
Rosa, Paul Jr & Sally Anne




Ross, G Douglas & Gwendolyn
Ross, G Douglas & Gwendolyn
Rostad, Arne S Eileen
Rouman, James C
Rous, Walter S Emma
Rous, Walter S Emma
Routley, Douglas G & Janet B
Roy, Dennis & Paula
Ruffner, Gerald s Arleen
Russell, Peter & Maria
Russell, Peter & Maria
Russell, Robert & Sylvia
Sahovey, Chester J
SakOwski , John & Mary
Sakowski , John Trustee
Samuels, Bruce S Patricia
Sanborn, Janice P
Sanchez, Matthew J & Shirley I
Sanders, Nina
Sandler, Melvin & Bernice
Sands, Harriet H
Sasner, John Jr & Joanne
Satterly, Douglas A
Savage, Eugene A & Joan A
Savage, Godfrey & Joanne
Sawyer, Albert & Marion
















































































Scarpulla, Harriet P 43,750
Schaefer, Thalia 52,530
Schettini, Susan 53,060
Schmidt, Edward & Loella 57,900
Schondelmeier, Harold & Ruth 72,320
Schondelmeier, Olive 12,300
Schoonmaker, William S Jill 58,260
Schow, Joyce L 58,260





Schultz, Walter P 1 ,200
Schwantes, Lynn 72,960
Schwarz, Marc L & Ellen B 48,840
Seller, David & Linda 47,830
Seitz, William & Anna Woo 56,610
Senko, Emi 1 & ingeborg 33,890
Seperson, Marvin S Gertrude 53,370
Sewall, F Albert Estate of 1,150
Seymour, Craig R & Susan C 46,270
Shafer, Joseph S Emily 55,280
Shafmaster, Jonathan 20,060
Shafmaster, Jonathan 149,650
Shaheen, William & Cynthia 1,850




Shapiro, Howard & Shelley 63,900
Shappell , Olga T 40,990
Shar, Albert & Cynthia 59,980
Shaw, Gilbert F Heirs of 8,860
Shaw, Pamela H 27,950
Shaw, Winifred C 42,760
Sherman, 01 iver D 37,050
Shields, Marshall & Flora 35,710
Shigo, Alex L & Marilyn A 55,910
Shimer, Stanley R & Helen P 45,900
Shirley, Dorothy 52,010
Shor, Mari lyn B 49,980
Shore, Samuel & Carolyn 2,930
Shore, Samuel & Carolyn 52,360
Shump, Karl A & Ann U 58,950
Shute, Dorothy B 11,200
Shutt, Gary M 5,950
Sidmore, Philip W & Evelyn 51,300
Sidmore, Phi 1 Ip 3,600
Sigma Beta Fraternity Corp 96,990
T-16
OWNER VALUE
Silverman, Robert & Frances 67,260
Silverman, Robert S Frances 9,920
Simmons, Jay V\/ and 56,360
Simmons, Theodore & Janet 55,350
Simon, Joseph & Rebecca 50,300
Simpson, Arthur E 37,230
Simpson, Arthur & Mary 30,380
Simpson, Mrs. Effle 19,700
Simpson, Robert H Jr 35,220
Simpson, Stephen S Cynthia 8,200
Simson, Bruce R & Sally H 66,290
Singer, Arthur J & Donna L 58,830
Skinner, William & Lucy 50,990
Skoglund, Winthrop C & Clara D 44,710
Slanetz, Lawrence W S Helen C 59,520
Sloat, Barry & Phyllis 42,300
Slutzky, Julius & Muriel A 36,340
Sly, Nellie 17,090
Sly, Nell ie E 3,520
Smallidge, Ralph G & Barbara 61,350
Smiles, Barbara C 50,840
Smith, Alan & Joan 62,250
Smith, Anthony M 33,120
Smith, Barry L 59,310
Smith, David & Al ice 58,910
Smith, Edward & Mary 56,940
Smith, Edward C & F E 4,080
Smith, Geoffrey & Janice 42,890
Smith, George Jr S Ruth 9,020
Smith, Gerald S Dorothy 2,410
Smith, Gerald & Dorothy K 65,260
Smith, Gerald & Dorothy 24,330
Smith, Harold R 122,880
Smith, Jack G & Eleanore 59,370
Smith, Jeffrey & Heather 32,300
Smith, Jeffrey & Heather 1,300
Smith, Julian & Monica 68,750
Smith, M Daniel & Emily 58,640
Smith, Nelson K S Nancy L 9,770
Smith, Norma J, Estate of 94,100
Smith, Samuel C & Elizabeth C 54,570
Smith, Sandra & Charles B 115,350
Smith, Thomas S Mary 70,360
Smith, Victor H 86,980
Smith, Wesley R 21,810
Smith, Wesley R 34,470
Smith, Wesley & Martha 64,690
Smith, Wesley R S Martha R 22,100
Smith, Wesley & Martha 50,340
Snively-Bader, Virginia 51,740
OWNER
Snyder, Ann & Lewis




Spang, Carl S Ruth
Spang, Carl F Jr S Judith T
Spielman, James D S Kathy S
Sprague, Betty Ann
Sproul, Otis J & Dorothy L
Stalgers, James & Reana




Steer, Peter D S Jennifer C
Stephens, Stewart H
Stevens, Al ice H
Stevens, Thomas S Joan
Stevens, Thomas & Anita
Stiles, Norman W & Marion






Straus, George A & Sandra
Straus, Jacqueline
Straus, Murray S Jacqueline
Striven i, Michael S Rose
Strogen, Charles & Patricia
Strout, Richard & Beverly
Stuttig, Robert G S Violet
Sul 1 ivan, J Langdon
Sullivan, John & Katherine
Sullivan, John S Katherine
Sul 1 ivan. Phi 1 ip W
Sumner, Margaret S
Sumner, Margaret S
Sutcliffe, Herbert S Mary
Swanson, Stephen S Ann
Sweat, Van H & Alison H
Sweet, Donald & Ethel
Sweet, Peter J
Swift, Moses & Martha
Swinney, James & Gail
Sykes, Lewis B Jr






Tanguay, WMliam S Susan
Tappan, Richard & Sally
Tappan, Richard & Sally
Tatone, John J
Taube, Gerald & Lorraine
Tawney, Robert R & Joyce
Taylor, Arthur





Teer.i , Arthur & Anna S




Thede, Carl & Doris
Thomas, George S Denise
Thomas, Naomi W
Thompson, Allen Rupert
Thompson, Brian S Lisa
Thompson, Don L S Joan M
Thompson, Don & Joan
Thompson, Don & Joan
Thompson, Don & Joan
Thompson, Don L & Joan
Thompson, Don L & Joan
Thompson, Don & Joan
Thompson, Don & Joan
Thompson, Henry J
Thompson, Murell & Shirley
Thompson, Murell G & Shirley
Thompson, Murell & Shirley
Thompson, Murell & Shirley
Tiberghein, Charles & Janet'
Tifft, Patricia
Tillinghast, Edward & Margaret











Tischler, Herbert & Annette
Tischler, Herbert & Annette
Todd, Vincent E & Hazel T
Tousignant, Paul
Towle, Barbara
Towie, El izabeth L
Towle, Richard C & Marion R






WItham, Benjamin & Marcia 8,200
Witham, Benjamin & Marcia 55,990
Wittman, R Peter S Demetra 50,9^0
Wittner, Stefan S 68,390
Wojnowski, Stanley & Mildred 6,5^0
Wojnowski, Stanley & Mildred 36,680
Wolf, James hk ,6kO
Wolfe, Natal ie T 12,350
Wolfrum, Carl A & Carol A 51,980
Wood, Jeffery & Ruth
50,i»60
Woodruff, John & Elizabeth 55,350
Woodward, Edna & Margaret 1,280
Woodward, Harvey & Jean 7,500
V/oodward, Karl & Wm 3,360
Woodward, William & Muriel ^^J,950
Woodward, William & Edna 80,880
Woodward, William & Edna 17,800
Woodward, William & Edna 1,120
Woodward, William & Edna 21,^60
Woodward, William & Edna 7,360
Wool aver, Sherman & Regina 39,860
Woolf, James P & Althea 20,100
Woolley, John 56,640
Wooster, Caroline ^7,380
Worden, Donald s Linda 34,l80
Worthen, Douglas E 21,250
Worthen, Edith S Roy 37,000
Worthen, Edith & Roy 43,000
Worthen, Edith & Roy 17^,985
Worthen, Roy E & Edith P 49,060
Worthen, Roy & Edith 76,400
Wyman, Anthony 70,200
Yildiz, Asim & Justine 11,400
York, George K 40,580
Young, Paul & Jerilyn 107,310
Young, Richard & Annette 98,130
Yount, John A & Susan C 48,230
Yuan, Hannah 67,100
Zezula, Alan S Jeri^ee 62,920
Zimmerman, Mildred 59,020
Zoller, L Belle 71,640
Zuk, Nicholas 2,750
Zych, Alfred S Elizabeth 7,890
Zych, Alfred 12,990




REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
& STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1984 and June 1985, we experienced more forest
fires throughout our state than in any year in the last fifty. Two
of the leading causes of the 1-605 fires were children and fires
kindled without written permission of the Forest Fire Warden. These
are preventable, but only with y.our help.
Please help our Town and State forest fire officials with
forest fire protection. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more
information.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber
harvest law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden.
If you own forest land, you will become responsible for the
timber tax payment starting April 1, 1986. This is a change in the
Timber Tax Law that will impact all forest landowners. contact your
Board of Selectmen for timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 19 85















Alfred E. Grim.es, Forest Ranger
Robert P. Wood, Forest Fire Warden
BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS
The year 1985 was a very busy and successful year for both the
Fire Department and the Board of Fire Commissioners. Many positive
changes occurred which we hope are an indication of the Department's
future.
Early in the year the move into the new fire station was
successfully completed, followed later in the fall with the paving
and striping of the station yard.
Our long-awaited tanker/pumper unit arrived in early September.
This piece of apparatus will prove to be essential to firefighting
operations, especially in those areas of Town outside the hydrant
district.
September also brought the retirement of Deputy Chief Roland
Laroche after 21-1/2 years of service with the Durha-UNH Fire
Department. At the time of his retirement Chief LaRoche was serving
as Acting Fire Chief due to the recent resignation of Chief Raymond
Dew hurst
.
Acting Deputy Fire Chief Robert Wood was appointed Fire Chief
in September. Chief Wood has been v/ith our Department for 12 years,
having started as a firefighter and working up through the ranks,
thus bringing a great deal of stability and local knowledge to the
position. Lt. Mark Dellner of the Dover Fire Department received
the appointment of Deputy Fire Chief with our Department in November.
These two fine men should provide the Durham-UNH Fire Department with
dynamic and superior leadership.
The year of 1985 was one of moving up, out and forward for the
Fire Department, and the Board of Fire Commissioners anticipates much
of the same for 1986.
BOARD OF FIRE COHHISS TONERS
Durham-UNH Fire Departm.ent
Engine 3, 1985 Mack 3,000 gallon tanker-pumper
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PUBLIC WORKS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
This long established Committee serves in an advisory capacity
to the Board of Selectmen and the Director of Public Works for plans
for annual operations, long-range goals, capital equipment planning
and purchases and specific Public Works and allied issues.
During the 1985 year the Committee performed its normal
functions in the following basic areas:
A. Review of the accomplishments of the 1985 budget and works
program for the highway operation of the Public Works
Department,
B. Development of the 1986 budget and work program for the highway
operations of the Public Works Department.
C. Capital equipment planning and purchases.
D. Preliminary discussion with the Public Works Director regarding
long-range goals and specific Public Works issues and
priorities.
E. Review of budgetary constraints and their impact on the
operation and efficiency of the Public Works Department.
F. Review and analysis of specific bid quotations as assigned by
the Board of Selectmen.
G. In company with the Director of Public Works, members of the
Committee viewed the network of Town roads, streets and
sidewalks, including current Highway Department, projects.
The Committee is impressed with the management of the Public
Works Department and the dedication and professionalism of its
Director, staff and employees.
PUBLIC WORKS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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HEALTH OFFICER
It is with some sense of relief, and also with a bit of
nostalgia, that I submit this last annual report as I terminate my
appointment as Health Officer of the Town after fifty years of
continuous service in this part-time position. Over these years, I
have had the opportunity to become closely associated with members of
the New Hampshire Department of Health, the Division of Public Health
Services and the Water Supply Pollution Control Commission which has
helped in resolving health and sanitation problems in our community.
I also became involved in establishing the New Hampshire Health
Officers Association and served as its first president. It took many
years to activate this Association, which currently is providing a
valuable professional service for health officers of our New
Hampshire towns.
The major activities of the Durham Health Officer during 1985
included the approval of 25 permits for septic tank systems for new
homes not serviced by the Durham sewerage system, and action to
correct several improperly functioning systems. Sanitary inspections
of restaurants and food stores were continued, foster homes and day
care centers were inspected, a number of sanitation and nuisance
complaints were resolved, and Certificates of Vaccination for Foreign
Travel certified.
I participated in meetings of the Executive Committee of the N.
H. Health Officers Association and in the spring and fall meetings of
that Association. I was pleased and greatly appreciate receiving
plaques recognizing mv fifty years service as Health Officer from the
Selectmen at the Town meeting and from the N. H. Health Officers
Association at the time of its last meeting.





When the hurricane along the Eastern seabord hit Durham and caused considerable
damage in downed trees and power lines, the Durham Chapter of the American Red
Cross set up an excavation shelter in the UNH Field House. Norman Chandler,
Calvin Hosmer, Dr. Kevin Dugas, and a UNH ROTC student manned a food table for
residents who were without cooking facilities.
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DISPATCH CENTER - 1985 REPORT
During calendar 1985, the Dispatch Center experienced many
exciting challenges and significant improvements. The following
narrative report reflects the activities and efforts of the dedicated
men and women working in the dispatch Center.
The current Dispatch Center (Center), an outgrowth of days gone
by, has evolved from a primitive system, whereby UNH telephone
operators located in Thompson Hall alerted the Durham Police of an
emergency call by displaying a "blue" light on the exterior of the
building, to a modern communications facility involving highly
trained full time Communications Specialists in the areas of
emergency operations and community services.
Communications Center Advisory Commit tee
:
Following the 1984 Sachs/Freeman Associates, Inc. , Management
Study of the Center, the Joint Town/University Advisory Committee
established a Communications Center Advisory Committee to oversee and
recommend capital and operational programs and improvements. The
1986 budget request represents partial improvements of both the
Center's personnel staffing level and much needed equipment and is
consistent with the recommendations of the Management Study and
Advisory Committee.
Staffing ;
The Center operates twenty-four (24) hours per day with a staff
of five (5) full time Dispatchers and a Coordinator. Following
Coordinator Rosemary Raynes' resignation last year, Mrs. Grace Fuller
was hired as the new Coordinator. Mrs. Raynes performed several
years of loyal and dedicated service to the Center's operations and
we wish to take this opportunity to offer our sincere thanks and
appreciation to Rosemary for her many contributions.
Facilities ;
The current Center, located on the ground floor of the UNH
Service Building, lacks several important operational and space
features. Based upon the recommended improvements contained in the
Center's Management Study and the seriousness of these deficiencies,
UNH has, at their expense, incorporated space for a Dispatch Center
in the University's new Telecommunications Building. The new
dispatch Center facility is scheduled for occupancy by early summer.
Equipment ;
The major equipment added to the Center's operations this past
year was the State Police On-Line Telecommunications system
(S. P.O.T. S. ) . The SPOTS hardware and associated annual maintenance
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and lease charges were provided by the UNH Public Safety Department.
This new automated system provides immediate access to motor vehicle
and criminal history information. The SPOTS program has been
extremely useful to the Dispatchers and the Law Enforcement Agencies
in the Towns of Durham, Lee, Madbury and the University of New
Hampshire.
Activities ;
Calendar year 1985 emergency













UNH Public Safety Department
Summary
dispatching activities are
Response or Service Calls
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
During 1985, the Durham Highway Department completed a variety
of projects throughout the community. Many of the projects depend on
the seasons of the year. January includes snow and ice control, tree
removal and equipment maintenance. April through May, the Department
performs general town clean up. Beginning in June to the middle of
November is our construction season and December starts our winter
season program.
Throughout the year the Department performs ongoing tasks which
include dog control, traffic signs, maintenance to the Durham town
lighting system, refuse collection, operation of the Durham Point
Disposal Area, providing fuel facilities for the police, fire
department, school and ambulance, street damage and other activities
as requested by the Board of Selectmen and Town Committees.
During our construction season the Department completed several
projects as outlined below.
Durham Point Road at Paige's Corner. This project was the
first year of a two year program. During the spring, after a Scenic
Roads Public Hearing held by the Planning Board, the Department
proceeded with striping , stock piling of top soil, and installation
of new drainage pipe for the relocation of the curve at Paige's
Corner. The object of the relocation of the curve was to increase
the site distance. Material from the Mill Road excavation was hauled
to the site to be used for the sub-base material. During 1986 we
plan to finish the project by completing the final grading, paving
and landscaping of the project.
Reconstruction of the sidewalk on Dennison Road from Woodman
Road to Garrison Road and along Garrison Road to Madbury Road. This
construction entailed removal of the existing bituminous curbing and
the installation of a new six foot wide sidewalk with a one inch
bituminous overlay on Dennison and Garrison Road.
Construction of a new sidewalk along Bagdad Road from the area
of the new Canney Farm Subdivision to the intersection of Bagdad and
Canney Road. This involved widening of the road, installation of
catch basins and under drainage, relocation of existing stone walls,
removal of trees, and the installation of new slope granite curbing,
a new six foot sidewalk and a one inch overlay of the street.
The next project was our paving program, in which we
resurfaced approximately 7 1/2 miles of town roads.
Other minor projects which were performed in the fall were the
installation of guard rails on Packers Falls Road, Bennett Road,
Edgewood Road Extension, and the completion of the Mill Pond Road
sidewalk with final landscaping to be completed this spring. In
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October Hurricane Gloria passed through our area causing slight
damage with brush and tree removal following. Also during 1985 Mill
Road was reconstructed from the vicinity of Main Street to McDaniel
Drive. This included the installation of drainage, new curbing,
sidewalkes, installation of new street lights and complete excavation
and replacement of the road bed. The project will be completed
during 1986 with the remaining portion of the road from McDaniel
Drive to the Oyster River being completed.
In 1985 the Department took delivery on a new paint striping
machine to be used for our traffic control and crosswalk painting, a
new dump truck with plowing equipment, along with two new pick-up
trucks and a new car. The continued effort and support of the
community to replace vehicles and equipment on a programed basis has
helped us in providing service to the community in an efficient and
productive manner and has helped to keep the maintenance cost of the
town's fleet stable.
On behalf of the Public Works Department we wish to thank the
community, and particularly the people who live and commute in the




NEW WELL HOUSE IN LEE UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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WATER POLICY COMMITTEE
The Durham/UNH Water Policy Committee met on several occasions
during 1985 to discuss issues concerning the ongoing operation and
development of the Town/University water supply. In 1983 it was
reported to the Town that several complaints had been received
regarding the quality of water in the Town/University system. After
review of this issue by the Committee, the University of New
Hampshire, owner of the water treatment facility, initiated a study
by the engineering firm of Duf rense Henry to evaluate existing water
facilities. The report identified that the water treatment plant was
being operated near or over capacity on many occasions during the
year, which was related to water quality. The report concluded that
a significant upgrade in the facility would have to be completed
within the next few years.
At the present time the University owns the water treatment
plant, a portion of the mains and meters and a standpipe. The Town
owns the distribution system, a standpipe, the Lee well, and upon
completion of the ongoing Urban Development Action Grant funded
project, will own an additional standpipe, a booster station and
allied infrastructure tied into the existing water system.
The Joint Committee, in discussing present and future problems
of the system, concluded that it should investigate the feasibility
of continuing as we are, of combining the systems and having it run
by the Town, the University or a legal entity such as a private
utility. In order to determine the potential of these options, it
was agreed that we must study the two systems to look at efficiency
of skills, elimination of duplication, potential for capital cuts or
upgrading, long-term programs, i.e., finances, economic impact of
such a system, future expansion, etc.
The 1985 Town Meeting approved a budget request in the amount
of $20,000 for a Water System Management Study (cost of the study to
be shared fifty/fifty by the Town and University) . Subsequently, the
Water Policy Committee, after researching consultants, engaged the
firm of Main Hurdman, Boston, Mass. , to conduct an organization and
management study that will give the Committee a greater insight into
existing facilities and the type of organization needed to manage
effectively in the future. It is expected that Main Hurdman will
have a draft report for the Water Policy Committee some time in
February, 1986.
Construction work on the UDAG funded infrastructure, booster




1975 WATER TOWER CONSTRUCITON
BOND ISSUE
YEAR
Original Issue $515,000.00, April 1, 1975.
Payable in 20 Years.
Interest 6.4$ due April 1 and October 1.
Annual principal payment $30,000.00,
due April 1, 1976, 1977,1978
Annual principal payment $25,000.00 due April 1, 1979
Final payment April 1, 1995
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NEW 600,000 GALLON WATER TANK UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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SEWER POLICY COMMITTEE
The Sewer Policy Committee met only to review specific
problems. There is concern over the proposed residential development
of the land immediately down river from the V/astewater Treatment
plant. This poses problems with quality of life in the development
and the operation of the plant.
Recent newspaper articles about pollution of the river citing
the Durham plant are inaccurate. The discharged effluent is well
within the acceptable limits established by the State and the
Environmental Protection Agency.
The Davis Avenue sewer line is in need of rehabilitation. It
has become decrepit and is difficult to TV due to breaks and curves.
The decision to proceed with its reconstruction was deferred until
the details of the financing could be better defined.
SEWER POLICY COMMITTEE
1971 GREASE HANDLING FACILITIES
PROJECT
Amount of Original Issue




































$1,000,000 Payable in 20 Years
Interest 3% due March 1 and September 1
;
































































































































TOTALS: $1 ,315,000.00 $557,312.00 $248,839.07 $530,598.93
Balance payable from Town funds January 1, 1974
*State was one year late in starting its payment on grant. Credit
to General Funds.
$250,275.96
This bond issue covered six different contracts for improving and extending the sewer
system. The University shared in the cost of the construction contracts which benefited
the University. See agreements for payment and operation in official Town files.
'From schedule on file from State agency.




The Directors of the LampreY Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
are p].eased to report that the incinerator/energy recovery plant
located on the University of New Hampshire campus is operating on a
continuous twenty-four hour, seven day a week schedule.
The day-to-day operation is carried out under the supervision
of the Cooperative's Administrator, under the general supervisory
control of the three member Operations Committee from the Joint Board
of Directors. The plant personnel, in addition to the administrator,
includes two mechanics, a truck driver- two daily shifts of 12 hours
each involving 8 persons, plus daily clean-up crew and the secretary.
This organization operates the incinerator system, maintains records
and coordinates with the University's power plant staff to monitor
the boiler and steam production elements of the plant. The
Cooperative's organization also handles the collection of refuse from
the transfer stations of five communities and handles the ash
removal and its transfer to the landfill site.
During 1985 the Cooperative purchased a new Mack chassis with
roll-on capability to handle the ash containers and the canisters
from the five communities with transfer stations.
The decline in the price of oil during the past year was of
course welcomed by home owners and business operators. However, the
price drop significantly reduced the income of the cooperative for
the sale of steam to the University, as the revenue from steam is
controlled by the price of fuel oil. Some unexpected maintenance
items, coupled with the plant being shut down for two weeks during
which the University had the area between the plant and the recently
relocated fire station regraded and paved, also reduced the
Cooperative's revenue from the sale of steam.
The rubbish from member communities increased by 9.375% in 1985
over that of 1984.
A major problem to be resolved during 1986 will be to locate an
approved site for ash disposal. The regulatory agencies have rather
arbitrarily taken the position that the ash must be disposed of
within a secure landfill.
Joint Board of Directors
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Cooperative
/s/ Ranee G. Collins, Chairman
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PLANNING BOARD
During 1985 the Planning Board dealt with a variety of
applications ranging from a fifteen lot subdivision off Bennett Road
to minor boundary lot adjustments and business additions in the down
town area.
The Board is preparing changes to the present Subdivision
Regulations to include a land scaping ordinance for commercial
development and large residential developments. The update of
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Respectfully Submitted,
Durham Planning Board
Bruce Bragdon - Chairman




It is a great pleasure to introduce myself as the Code
Enforcement Officer of the Town of Durham.
Over the past six months I have become familiar with the issues
and concerns of town residents. One issue in particular is the
Limited Occupancy Ordinance enacted by the Board of Selectmen in 1979.
The purpose of this ordinance is to limit the number of unrelated
persons in a dwelling thereby maintaining the integrity and character
of a single family neighborhood. Twice each year a tenant listing
form is sent to owners of known rental units. This year a follow-up
scheduled inspection will be conducted to confirm that the number of
occupants on the listing is in compliance with this Ordinance.
A total of 124 building permits were approved this year.
Although compared to 1984 nine fewer building permits were issued,
the estimated valuation has increased by approximately 45%. This
increase is due primarily to a 35% increase over 1984 in new
residential construction.
The Data General building permit has been issued for site work,
foundation, and structural steel. With construction well underway,








Applications for approval of changes in historic properties
during the year were few and had to do primarily with minor changes.
The Commission rather concerned itself with two issues affecting the
character of the Historic District.
One was the application before the Planning Board for approval
of a business occupying a residence in the district. The Zoning
Ordinance permits such use within the Historic District. However,
the Commission asked the Planning Board for an interpretation of the
Historic District zoning ordinance which requires the Commission to
"consider" the appropriateness of proposed features where such
features are subject to public view."
It was the feeling of the Commission that a business occupying
a residence was "an intrusion on the historic character of a
residential area."
The Planning Board approved the application, but the concern
remains. Should the Historic District Commission have the authority
to determine appropriateness in the use of property within the
district?
The other issue was the proposal of the State Highway
Department to reconstruct route 108 from the Oyster River bridge to
Bennett Road. The bridge itself is due to be replaced. The bridge
and the section of the road as far as Laurel Lane are within the
Historic District. Many of the most historic properties in Durham
are located in this area.
The Commission and many residents of Route 108 expressed their
concerns at public hearings and before the Board of Selectmen that
the widened road and loss of shade trees and stone walls would
drastically change the character of the district. (At a final public
hearing before three executive councilors January 1, 1986, an
overwhelming majority of speakers opposed the project. The decision
of the councilors will not be known until sometime in February.)
The Commission chairman was elected chairman of the New
Hampshire Association of Historic District Commissions and he also
was elected to the board of directors of Inherit New Hampshire, a new
statewide preservation organization.
Membership on the Commission remained the same during the year
with the exception of Mary Campbell who was appointed as the
Selectmen's representative in March. She succeeded James C.
Chamberlin who served on the Commission since it was created in 1974
and had previously served on the study commission which proposed the
zoning ordinance creating the Historic District. His concern for
historic preservation served the Commission well.
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Commission members are Chairman L. Franklin Heald, Maryanna
Hatch, Marie Polk, Lewis Roberts, Nancy Sandberg, and Richard Hardy





Archeologists from the state Historic Preservation Office conducted extensive
"digs" along the proposed route of the reconstruction of Route 108 and the re-
placement of the Oyster River bridge, which shows in the background.
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission, once again, has had a very busy
year. Much of the Commission's time was spent in reevaluating our
long range plans; for example, how may we obtain the necessary land
to establish the Conservation Corridor envisioned m the
Comprehensive Plan of 1969 and the amended plan. The land owners we
have talked with are receptive to the Commission goals.
One area of concern addressed by the Commission this year is
the proposed Hydro-Electric Project in Newmarket, N. H. The license
application seeks approval to place three foot splashboards on top of
the existing dam. The resulting increase in river height would have
serious detrimental effect upon river front property located in
Durham as well as upon the state road connecting the towns of Durham
and Newmarket. The Board of Selectmen are undertaking appropriate
measures to make known these concerns to all appropriate agencies.
The Commission utilized the aid and expertise of Chris
Sterndale, members of Boy Scout Troup 154, and their Scoutmaster,
Richard Libby this year. This able group of boys has been active in
establishing a walking trail on the town property from an area near
Durham Point Road out through the Langmaid Farm.
Martha Kennedy, a UNH student, offered her services to the
Commission this Spring, and produced a comprehensive study of the
location of the residences relative to the shore line. The purpose
of this study is to aid the Commission and the Planning Board in the
event the Shoreline Conservation Zone of 1975 is amended to conform
with similar ordinances passed by other towns surrounding Great and
Little Bays.
Several dredge and fill applications have been acted upon by
the Commission. The Commission is actively engaged in a number of
other projects related to the management of the Town owned property
and of protecting the quality of our environment to the benefit of




During the past summer the Parks & Recreation Committee toured
the facilities to see what areas needed improvements.
Old Landing Road Park is a popular area for sunbathing and
boating. The park has a dock and a dinghy for people to use in order
to reach their boats. The Town owns property across the river from
the Old Landing Road Park which is being considered for a shell
theater.
The Town also maintains a park area along Hill Pond. Silt is
constantly being deposited into the Mill Pond by the Oyster River and
College Brook. It would take an expensive dredging operation to
clean it.
Along the Oyster River is a park which gets little use.
Perhaps in the future it could become an athletic field or more of a
recreational area.
The Father Lawless Recreation Area at Fogg Lane consists of two
soccer fields, two baseball diamonds, tennis courts, backboards and a
tot area. We acquired a Toro Groundmaster for more efficient mowing
of the area. An addition to the ballfield shed was constructed which
doubled our storage capacity for maintenance and athletic equipment.
Turf-destroying Japanese Beetle grubs were discovered by UNH
Entomologist, Stanley Swier. Coring samples were taken and an
insecticide will be applied in the spring to insure that the
high-quality turf will be maintained.
During the summier the dock at Jackson's Landing was rebuilt
with new pilings and decks. The University of New Hampshire built an
addition to its boathouse and added a modular dock system to the Town
dock.
We are hoping to have the skating rink paved so that it can be
used year-round for soccer, street hockey and basketball. It would
also provide for easier maintenance of the ice surface for skating.
Additional lights will be placed so the dark areas are illuminated
for night skating.
The Town owns a piece of land at the intersection of Packers
Falls Road and Bennett Road. Swimming and kayaking are popular
there.
The Town forest, also known as the Doe Farm Recreation Area, is
84 acres in size and is popular with hikers and cross-country skiers.
It is located between Bennett Road and the Lamprey River-
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The beautif ication program in the downtown area has been
enhanced by the installation of an underground irrigation system.
Some of the trees along Main Street are in a severe state of decline
and will have to be replaced. The plantings at Ballard Park by the
Tin Palace have really filled in well and will be thinned out m the
spring.
The Parks and Recreation Committee is always willing to
consider recommendations and welcomes citizen participation at its
Board meetings.
PARKS & RECREATION COMMITTEE
Department, of Public Works worker Ken Vallery waters flower beds
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TREE WARDEN
It is my pleasure to introduce myself as the new Tree V7arden for
the Town of Durham. I am very happy to be working for a community
which takes pride in the management of our urban forest. I'm
looking forward to maintaining the high standards that the town has
come to expect.
During 1985, we removed over 100 dead and decaying trees which
were potential hazards to utility wires and traffic along town roads.
We also continued our program of planting new trees in strategic
locations around the community.
The town forest, which is known as the Doe Farm Recreation
Area, has been marked for a timber harvest and we are currently
soliciting bids for a logging company to do the job. It will be a
selection thinning that will provide for a new generation of trees in
the understory as well as improve upon its recreational aspects such
as cross-country skiing and hiking.
The Planning Board is working to adopt a Landscape Ordinance by
early spring so that the environmental impact created by any
commercial development will be mitigated by the planting of trees and
shrubs to act as buffers.
The Town has once again received the designation as a Tree
City, USA for the seventh consecutive year. This award reflects the
Town's concern for our environment.
I am ready to assist anyone who has questions about individual
trees, forestry practices, or any part of our work program. Feel





OYSTER RIVER HOME HEALTH ASSOC.
(Now Squamscott Home Health)
Squamscott Home Health is a Medicare certified, voluntary,
non-profit home and community health agency resulting from a merger
of the Oyster River Home Health Association and the Dover District
Nursing Association. The agencies have been providing home health
and clinic services in Dover since 1909 and in Durham, Lee, Madbury
and Newmarket since 1967. The primary purpose for merging the two
agencies into one organization is to enable the expansion and
extension of traditional services and the addition of such other
services as are deemed necessary and fiscally feasible.
HojiLe_Csre Program
Home care services include nursing; physical, occupational and
speech therapy; and homemaker/home health aide as prescribed and
approved by the patient's physician. The goal of the program is to
allow individuals to receive care in the comfort and privacy of their
own homes. In many instances such service is covered by Medicare,
Medicaid, and other private insurances. In cases of medical
necessity when there is no insurance coverage, fees are covered
through private pay when able or the use of town funding, United Way
support, and private donations.
Maiexrial_Ciiild_H£aItii £rogi.ar[L
Well child clinics are held regularly providing physical
examinations, imjnunizations, testing and dental care aimed at the
promotion of good health and early detection of problems. This
comprehensive program for lower income families is available to
children from birth to entering first grade.
Heal t h_Pi.oiiio t i on_P£03r am£
Activities aimed at the promotion of good health are provided
through the conduction of screening and health education sessions for
adults in a variety of settings. The availability of public
financial support directly affects the agency's ability to conduct
these free public health services.
Monies received from the towns are used to cover home visits to
individuals without insurance and unable to pay any or all of the
fee, approximately fifty percent of the cost of the Maternal and
Child Health program, and the health promotion activities in each
community.
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NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
The Newmarket Regional Health Center will complete its
fifteenth year of service in the Spring of 1986. The Newmarket
Regional Health Center operates two medical offices, one in Newmarket
and the other in Raymond, the Lamprey River Clinic. Both facilities
provide general medical care, preventive health services, community
outreach, social services and short-term counseling with referral to
area mental health agencies.
In January the new facility of the Lamprey River Clinic opened
on Route 27 in Raymond. The new 6,200 sq. ft. facility will allow
the Health Center to provide more services in a spacious and modern
facility to the residents of the Raymond area. The renovation and
expansion of the Newmarket center is scheduled to begin in the Spring
of 1986.
In 1985, Edward Benoit, M.D. . a family practitioner, joined the
staff as did Cynthia Rasmussen, M.D., an obstetrician/gynecologist.
Other members of the medical staff include Sarah Oxnard, M.D. , Karen
Brainard, M.D., Michael Lewis, PA-C. , Barbara Janeway, M.S.N.
,
A. R.N. P. and Anne Fawcett, A. R.N. P. The medical team also includes
registered nurses, medical assistants, and community health workers.
The Health Center is affiliated with the Exeter Hospital where
patients needing hospital care are admitted.
The Health Center offers a Prenatal Program under the direction
of Dr. Rasmussen, which includes prenatal, delivery and postpartum
care. In addition, the Health Center offers nutritional counseling
and prenatal classes.
The community health workers coordinate a school health program
and preventive screening clinics to detect potential health hazards.
They hold informative workshops and act as liaisons between the
medical providers and patients.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center also operates a Self-Care
Program for the Elderly in conjunction with the Occupational Therapy
Department of the University of New Hampshire. The purpose of this
program is to enable the elderly to stay in their home setting as
well as to maintain a quality of life and independent status within
their community. The focus of the program is to provide self-care
skills before disability occurs and to anticipate problems with
functional activities. Contact Anne Fawcett A. R.N. P. or Noreen
Ernest, Community Health Worker at 1-800-582-7279 for more
information.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center continues to operate the
Senior Citizen Transportation Program. Three of the five buses are
equipped with hydraulic lifts to provide services to the handicapped.
The transportation service enables senior citizens to remain
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independent, self-sufficient and active by providing the means to
needed services, including medical, food shopping and recreational
trips. For further information call 659-2424 or toll free
1-800-382-7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its




Police Supervisor Phil Stetson fingerprints a student from Oyster River
Middle School - a project done in conjunction with DREW.
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DURHAM AMBULANCE CORPS
The Durham Ambulance Corps founded in 1968 in memory of Dr.
George C. McGregor, provides emergency medical and ambulance services
to the communities of Durham, Lee, Hadbury and to the University of
New Hampshire Durham campus. These emergency services are provided
free of charge to residents of these communities and to their
guests.
Corps members are volunteers who donate their time to provide
professional emergency medical care and to standby in case of
possible emergency. As well as the many hours this requires, our
members also volunteer their services to tend to the administrative,
clerical and maintenance duties that are necessary for day-to-day
operations. This includes maintaining close communications with
cooperating and concerned area agencies. Our members attend numerous
district and regional meetings, communication center meetings, area
trauma critiques, and othe related meetings and events, in addition
to our own business and training meetings.
Each Corps member devotes a considerable number of hours to
training in order to maintain our high standard of patient care. DAC
members are encouraged to upgrade their training; although the State
of New Hampshire requires only a 40-60 hour Advanced First Aid course
for licensure, all of the 26 current DAC members have at least EMT-A
training (120 hours) as well. Most have advanced training such as
Advanced Patient Assessment- use of MAST (Medical Anti-Shock
Trousers) , BOA (Esophegeal Obturator Airway) , etc. Six have gone on
to become Paramedics, and we now have a seventh DAC member enrolled
in the 2-year, 1500 hour Paramedic Program at New Hampshire Technical
Institute
.
We moved into new quarters in February — both ambulances are
finally under one roof! Our members spent countless hours building
walls, installing a kitchen, and learning the peculiarities of
drywall and paint. To pay for this, it was necessary to spend our
reserve fund of $6,800; we are most grateful to the Town of Durham
for its support. and to area merchants who gave us donations and
discounts and endured our questions. The new station has already
proved to be an enormous asset. Not only are both ambulances stored
together, vastly simplifying maintenance and logistics, but also,
having an office of our own has streamlined and organized our
administrative processes. Finally, we have a meeting room that
provides a central place to gather for meetings, practice, and
training, and where our members can study or work. This means that
the chances of responding instantly to a call are much greater;
people are more apt to be at the station already. Overall, the
station has been of incalculable value in building espirit de corps.
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The station is, however, yet unfinished. There is a lot of
interior work still to be done, such as installing a suspended
ceiling. Right now, we look up and see fiberlgass stuffed betwen
rafters. If you are interested in seeing the new station- or helping
out, we'd love to show it to you. The building is kept locked, but
arrangements can be made by calling our business number, 862-3674.
(Please do not use the old numbers, 862-1426 or 868-5531) . You may
reach an answering machine instead of a member, but the machine is
checked daily by an officer of the Corps. In case of emergency you
should still dial 862-1212 from Durham or Madbury (1212 on the UNH
phone system) or 868-2400 from Lee.
In October, the Corps launched a capital fund drive in
anticipation of replacing the 1980 Ford Van Ambulance (Al) . The
national life expectancy of a front line ambulance is only five
years, and A 1 has begun to show signs of aging. The anticipated
cost of a new vehicle, depending on design and without the majority
of equipment, is between $35,000 and $50,000. So far- the fund drive
has yielded over $7,200 toward this goal. If the amount we will have
raised by the time we need a new ambulance, plus the trade-in value
of the old ambulance is insufficient, we will request appropriations
on the basis of percent usage by each community we serve.
The volume of calls handled by the DAC has dramatically
increased over the years, from only 480 in 1975 to 678 in 1985.
Other demands on our volunteers have likewise increased; the growing
professionalism of pre-hospital emergency care demands far more
training and recertif ication than was required ten years ago. V7e are
very fortunate to have EHT classes offered on a regular basis at UNH;
these courses are open to non-students. Traditionally, our
membership has been bolstered by University students, whose flexible
schedules help us to maintain coverage during working hours- but our
mainstay has always been permanent residents. We are always looking
for interested, qualified citizens to join our organization.
As the field of Emergency Medical Services grows, and the area
population increases, the DAC and citizens need to begin thinking
about our role and plans for the future. The level of care we offer
requires considerable training. Response time is limited by
volunteers having to drop what they are doing at home or work, and
rush to the station. As a general policy, we can only provide
emergency transport to area hospitals. The cost of a volunteer
network is very low, but depends on a small number of people devoting
a lot of time. We could offer dramatically improved services (for
instance. Paramedic service), but we will not be permitted to unless
we can guarantee definitive hours for those services. As a volunteer
service, such guarantees are unrealistic. Should we create full or
part-time paid positions? We all, DAC, citizens, town governments,
and the EMS network, need to consider these factors and direct our
future plans.
Finally, we wish to encourage all citizens to complete a CPR
(Cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) course as given by the American
Heart Association or the American Red Cross. Bystander CPR has
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proven to be a crucial factor in cardiac arrest cases, stabilizing
the victim until those with more advance training can arrive. CPR
courses probably represent the best investment you can make. CPR
really does save lives. Several members of the DAC are CPR
instructors; call us or the American Red Cross. We can also offer
the use of practice dummies to keep up your skills. Please learn CPR— it enables you to help your friends and neighbors, and helps us to
better serve the community.
Respectfully submitted,
DURHAM AMBULANCE CORPS
Patrick D. Ahearn, President
Claire Curtis, Operations V.P.
Loretta B. Chase, Administrative V.P.




Durham-UNH Fire Department and Durham Ambulance Corps personnel treat and carry
a patient from a boating accident this past summer.
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DURHAM PUBLIC LIBRARY
Activities in the children's Room durinq 1985 included film
programs for both school children and pre-schoolers, story times for
toddlers and for pre-schoolers, and special events for the various
groups.
One special event was in February, when the children celebrated
Chinese New Year by making a dragon, participating in some of the
ritual of the dragon, and parading it up the stairs from the Forum
Room to the Children's Room where it was on display until the
beginning of the summer program. There were two story festivals --
one in April and one in December -- which drew large audiences. A
bigger and better Haunted House was the highlight of October, and
again we had some enthusiastic middle school students as helpers.
The summer program, which centered around a time machine located in
the Children's Room, featured a variety of activities such as reading
clubs and crafts.
The Librarians were active in a number of groups: the Oyster
River Librarians; the New Hampshire Library Association (NHLA) and
its Children's Division (CHILIS); the New England Library Association
(NELA) and its Roundtable of Children's Librarians (NERCTL) . They
attended various meetings, programs, and workshops of these
organizations. Diane Taylor taught a spring semester course in
Children's literature for the University of Rhode Island. Karen
Littlefield attended a story-sharing program at Lesley College in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Both Diane and Karen have been participating in a story-sharing
group held at Portsmouth Public Library each month. They also had
themselves auctioned off on Challen 11' s auction, and performed at a
birthday party in Rochester in June. Karen and Diane each did a
bedtime story time at the Portsmouth Public Library.
There were many class visits from schools outside Durham for
v;hich the Librarians gave talks and/or library tours. In the spring,
they visited all of the classrooms (K-5) in the Oyster River School
System to tell the children about the summer program and to tell them
a story. They also arranged to borrow the school libraries' copies
of the Reading Rainbow books for the Summer, a practice which turned
out quite well and will be repeated next year. The Pass to the
Children's Museum at Portsmouth was purchased for a year and











































A CHINESE DRAGON PARADE IN FEBRUARY
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THE DURHAM SWANS
At Christmastime each year, your keepers of the Durham Swans
look back over the preceding months and trace another cycle in the
potentially long lifespans of the beloved birds. Male ("kob") Alfred
stays close to female ("pen") Agatha on open water near Gino'/s
Restaurant close to the boundary between Newcastle and Porsmouth,
where tidal movements and salinity prevent thick ice from forming.
At any season, a swan likes water with food, wetting slices of bread
or cast-off rolls, soaking shelled corn in little piles on the bottom
of shallows. A bit of lettuce may substitute for the green seaweed
known as Sea Lettuce.
Shortening nights and longer days seem to make the swans
restless by mid February or early March. The white birds take to
their great wings and fly ponderously the dozen miles to Durham as
though to see whether the Mill Pond is still frozen over, or has a
place to paddle and approach their familiar nest sites. In 1985 the
first observed date for this excursion was February 24, following a
few days on the estuary (February 14, like valentines off Maggie
Bruce 's home on Riverview Road, on February 24 off Durham's
wastewater treatment plant) . Nothing open in the Mill Pond, and the
birds settled for a few days at the outlet of Beard's Creek before
returning to their winter quarters. Durham residents had a new
worry: that the swans might collide with metal stakes supporting
shallow houses, of which seven had been erected close to and in line
with the swan nest island.
On March 7 the Durham swans made another try, en route settling
for the night off Riverview Road, where Johonet Wicks welcomed them
and reported their arrival. By March 10 they were on the ice near
their nest on the Mill Pond, where a little open water appeared on
March 12 as though to reward them for being on time for Town Meeting.
Cold weather froze the Mill Pond again but Agatha climbed up on her
old nest while Alfred sat quietly on the ice close by. A telephoto
portrait of Alfred graced Foster' s Daily Democrat on April 3, with a
credit to the birds for attracting others to the Mill Pond and a
question whether Agatha already had eggs. For May 8 the Democrat
bore another photo of Alfred, "pondering" at the shore of the Mill
Pond.
For Mother's Day (Hay 12) Alfred showed a new behavior: he
hissed at Margery Milne as she came close to feed him at the Pond
edge. Sooner than usual he swam away. Later a phone call relayed
through the Durham Police Department said that a snapping turtle had
bitten Alfred on one leg, but he escaped still bleeding from the
encounter. The next day he was holding the injured leg over his
back, with blood smearing onto his feathers. Did he need veterinary
help? Cecilia Bullock saw blood on the ground where Alfred was
standing close to the pond, but Esther-Mae Forrest felt the wound
could not be serious since he ate as usual the food she faithfully
brought him. On Mary 14, Barbara Eckman of the Durham Library judged
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Alfred to be crouching on shore as though to protect his injured leg,
but eating and swimming with customary enthusiasm. Perhaps the
crisis was over and healing in progress.
On May 17, Agatha was rising up on her nest, preening and
appearing to look beneath herself as though something was happening.
Alfred was nowhere in sight, and had not been for several days.
About 4:30 P.M. Agatha came to the pond edge for a handout, but
hurried back to her nest. By 8:30 Alfred returned, standing equally
on both legs as though healed. While he tended the nest, Agatha fed
on bottom vegetation between nest and shore. The following day they
both left the nest and swam up into the backwaters of the Oyster
River. On the 19th Agatha was on the nest again, with Alfred
swimming to and fro near by.
Since neither swan was in sight on May 20, Margery Milne got
the help of wildlife student Bill House to row out to the nest for an
inspection. Only one "beat-up" egg shell could be found. Had other
eggs been taken by a predator? Or had Agatha really had nothing to
incubate as she maintained her long vigil? Only she might know the
answer if she had not already forgotten!
Townsfolk delighted to see Agatha and Alfred at another nest
site in the Mill Pond, as though to avoid the darting activity of
swallows pursuing insects over the water. The Durham swans shifted
to roosts atop the beaver lodge, but used this only a few days. On
June 12 they flew from the Mill Pond, only to be spotted by Bob
Keesey from Beard's Landing Road and reported. If they remained
there a few days, their stay would last longer, for it was time for
them to shed their flight feathers and be reclusive until new ones
grew in. This did not stop them from swimming to shore wherever
anyone had food for them. Between free meals they stayed close to
Young Drive among the cattails or in adjacent open water. Father
Rick fully expected the two swans to depart and return to the Mill
Pond "as soon as the students arrive on Young Drive and begin playing
their loud rock music." Instead, the white birds remained until
October 26, when they made it all the way to their wintering site
near Portsmouth — and were fed there by solicitous admirers.
Lorus J. Milne and Margery Milne
Keepers of the Durham Swans




The meeting was called to order at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, March 12, 1985,
at the Oyster River High School Cafeteria by Moderator Joseph E.
Michael, Jr., who read Articles 1 through 15. It was moved by William
Prince, seconded, that the polls be opened and remain open until 7 p.m.
and that action on Articles 16 through 27 be postponed until 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 13, 1985, at the Oyster River High School Gymnasium.
Motion carried. The Moderator read the rest of the Warrant.
Article 1. (Town Officers)
Selectman Jay Matthew Ablondi 102
(To Choose Two) Mary S. Campbell 286
James C. Chamberlin 244
Margaret J. Faulk 144
James D. Griffith 194
Norman W. Stiles 321
Trustee of the Trust Funds Malcolm Sandberg 61
(To Choose One)
Budget Committee (3-Year Term) Edward W. McNitt 465
(To Choose Four) Donald M. Sumner 469
Douglas R. Sumner 433
Gloria Willey 466
Budget Committee (l-Year Term) Michael Everngam 10
(To Choose One)
Article 2. (Zoning) Yes 507 No 71
Article 3. (Zoning) Yes 510 No 72
Article 4. (Zoning) Yes 481 No 72
Article 5 . (Zoning) Yes 522 No 52
Article 6. (Zoning) Yes 381 No 172
Article 7. (Zoning) Yes 355 No 190
Article 8. (Zoning) Yes 452 No 105
Article 9. (Zoning) Yes 477 No 96







Total ballots cast: 684
Yes 511 No 68
Yes 490 No 74
Yes 482 No 78
Yes 464 No 72
Yes 452 No 143
Balloting was suspended at 7 p.m. and the meeting was recessed.
The meeting reconvened at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, March 13, 1985, in the
Oyster River High School Gymnasium and was called to order by Moderator
Joseph Michael, who read the results of the voting from> the previous
day. Mr. Michael thanked all those people who had helped count ballots
at the 1985 Town Meeting and at all the elections held in 1984. He
requested that the townspeople continue in the process of sharing
together these responsibilities. Mr. Michael also thanked Linda
Ekdahl, Alma Tirrell, the Town Highway Crew, Tommy Thompson, Owen
Durgin, William Prince, Lisa Maurice, Joan Weeks, Frank Heald and Helen
Slanetz for their continued support and help during the elections.
Norman Stiles, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, read the following
in recognition of Dr. Lawrence Slanetz having served the Town of Durham
as Health Officer for 50 vears:
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION
LAWRENCE W. SLANETZ
On the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of your appointment as
Health Officer for the Town of Durham, we recognize you,
Dr. Lawrence W. Slanetz, for:
Fifty years of continuous service dedicated to the
health concerns of Durham and its citizens
A positive approach to solving health problems in
the community
Service beyond the community to the State of New
Hampshire and the State Health Officers' Association
Dedication well beyond the call of duty.
On behalf of the citizens of Durham, we extend our heartfelt
thanks.
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March 13, 1985 Board of Selectmen
Shirley Thompson, Chairman of the Budget Committee, expressed
appreciation to the Board of Selectmen for their help during the past
year. Mrs. Thompson presented Owen Durgin a gift on behalf of the
Committee.
Selectman Patricia Fisk thanked James Chamberlin for his 34 years of
service to the Town as a Selectman. Mrs. Fisk said Jim had given freely
of his time and energy in this position. The meeting gave Jim a
standing ovation.
Norman Stiles read the following:
STATE OF THE TOWN ADDRESS
"Fiscal and Capital Plant ; The fiscal condition of the Town is sound,
our finances are in order, our bonded indebtedness is manageable and we
continue to enjoy a AA Moody rating, which is very good. We also
continue to address our capital plant needs as funding and conditions
permit, e.g., construction by the University of New Hampshire of the
College Road sewer line for the new Science Center made feasible the
reconstruction of water and sewer lines under Mill Road. V/ith this
work completed in 1984, it is planned to rebuild a portion of Mill Road
from approximately Foss Farm Road to Main Street during the summer of
1985. This is an Urban Roads project, with joint funding - 75% Federal
and 25% Town. Planning for water capacity and treatment needs is also
being addressed.
Tax Base: On November 13, 1984, Town officials joined officials of the
Data General Corporation and others in a groundbreaking ceremony for a
new 240,000 square feet, $35 Million Dollar product development and
light manufacturing facility, scheduled for completion in late 1986.
The proposed Data General facility will be Durham's first industrial
tenant. This facility will expand and diversify Durham's residential
tax base, lessening the property tax burden upon all residents.
Revaluation of Land and Buildings: It is recommended that property
reassessment be seriously considered during the coming months. During
1984 the Town's valuation of property was 58% of current fair m.arket
value. The Town auditors have recommended that all properties be
assessed at 100% of current fair market value. This should be
addressed in the next two or three years.
Semi-Annual Tax Billing: The Town bills property owners once a year.
They are billed in November, with taxes due in December for the past
year. After Town Meeting and budget approval, the Selectmen borrow
money through a tax anticipation note. Payment is made when the
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property taxes are received in December. Obviously, the Town is
operating for a major portion of the year on borrowed funds. This
tends to create cash flow problems and is not a cost-effective way to
operate when a viable alternative is available.
If property taxes were billed 'semi-annually , the size of the Tax
Anticipation Note could be decreased with a corresponding decrease in
interest costs, thereby lessening the tax burden on all property
owners.
Based on a $91,000,000 Grand List, each $1,000 passed by the Town
Meeting means 1.09 cents on the tax rate, and each $91,000 raises the
rate $1.00."
Mr. Stiles expressed gratitude to the Town err loyees who keep things
running daily and to the people who serve on Town committees,
Mr. Michael said the question had arisen as to whether or not members
of the Town of Durham staff who are not residents of Durham should be
allowed to speak at the Town Meeting. At some past meetings there had
been some objection. Mr. Michael asked the voters to think about this
so they would be ready to consider this question should the need arise.
Article 1 6. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town raise
the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000) for Mill Road
reconstruction. Such sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or
notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and
to determine the rates of interest thereon, and to take such other
actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale
and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interests
of the Town of Durham.
Mr. Durgin said that for many years there has been an awareness that
Mill Road needed renovating. Funds were acquired but never spent
because we didn't want to have to tear up the road for water and sewer
construction. This work was accomplished last summer when the new
water and sewer lines were put in. This article would allow funds to
rebuild Mill Road from Shop 'N Save to Foss Farm Road. There will be
some widening near Shop 'N Save and about 4' near the John Hatch house.
Most of the road will be kept within the same bounds that now exist.
There is no subsurface drainage under the road now, and the road breaks
up as the water collects underneath. This reconstruction will
eliminate that problem and will greatly reduce the maintenance costs in
the future.
John Bressoud asked exactly what the reconstruction would be. Mr.
Durgin said there would be a new tase, a storm drain, and a proper
surface that should last for 10-15 years. Anne Hoher asked if we had
already secured the money for this project, why did we need to
appropiate the funds at this time. Mrs. Moher also said that according
to the newspaper it would cost less to simply resurface the existing
road every three years. Mr. Durgin said we had secured access to the
money when the Urban Roads and Highways program was in process, and the
funds are guaranteed. He said that according to Public Works Director
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George Crombie it would cost $40,000 to $45,000 just to resurface the
road. If we put in the subsurface and the drainage, we won't have to
spend that $40,000 or so every three to five years for repair.
Jacqueline Straus asked if approving this bond issue would mean that
three years down the road we will not have to do anything to this road.
Mr. Durgin said the odds are that we will not have to do anything to
the road. Mrs. Straus asked if the total cost of the project was
$145,000. Mr. Durgin said the total cost was $600,000, and the Town
share is $150,000. George Haslerud said he hoped that the area where
the road crosses the College Brook would be looked at carefully because
the drains have been built up so that large puddles develop near the
culvert where College Brook goes under the road. Mr. Durgin said this
has been looked at. There will be a sidewalk on the northern side of
the street, and 10-15' will be taken to build the sidewalk. A sidewalk
on the southern side will be maintained as it is.
Mr. Durgin said the Article talks about a bond issue. He said no bank
will bond an amount as small as $150,000. We would borrow on a note,
probably a four-year note. The impact on the tax rate for three years
would be S.60 at the beginning of the period and ending at $.53. The
four-year note would be $.48 going down to $.40, and the five-year note
would be the same as the four-year note except there would be an extra
year. Raymond Vranicar asked if this money really is available to us,
considering the various Federal cuts we are hearing about. Mr. Durgin
said the money is already committed to us.
After some further discussion, the polls opened at 7:45 p.m. and
remained open until 9:47 p.m. There were 260 ballots cast, and the
results were: Yes 210, No 50. The Moderator declared the Article
adopted by more than the necessary 2/3 majority.
While people were getting the ballots to vote on Article 16, Margaret
Faulk, a member of the Budget Committee, spoke to the Meeting on behalf
of the members of the Budget Committee and other Town officials and
thanked Jim Chamberlin for giving so much of himself to the Town over
the years.
Article 17. It was moved by Patricia Fisk, seconded, that the Town
raise the sum of Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($7,800) for the
purpose of funding the entire costs of maintaining the University of
New Hampshire swimming pool for the final two weeks of August, 1985.
Such appropriation and expenditures will allow the pool to remain open
for this two-week period.
Persis Plaisted asked what part of this money covers liability. Mrs.
Fisk said she had talked with Michael O'Neil, and he had said the pool
would continue to be a University function and the liability would be
theirs. This requested money underwrites the cost of the pool being
open for those two weeks.
It was moved by Edward Durnall, seconded, to amend the Article by
adding the following: Subject to the following provisions for the
two-week period in question: (1) All Durham residents will be admitted
to the pool without charge, and (2) Non-Durham residents will be
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charged a daily fee of $5.00 - said fee to be paid to the Town of
Durham. Mr. Durnall said if we are going to be asked to keep the pool
open for two weeks and make it a municipal pool, then it should be free
to Durham residents and we should not subsidize the students.
Steven Irving said he didn't think" the University would collect a fee
for the Town, and he wondered if we charged a fee if we could be held
liable for any accidents at the pool. Mrs. Fisk said Mr. O'Neil had
said it could be a problem determining a resident's status for use of
th^ pool, but if we did charge a fee for nonresidents, the amount of
money collected in these fees would be used to offset the costs billed
to the Town by the University for those two weeks. Mrs. Fisk urged
defeat of the amendment because she thought the matter could be worked
out without the amendment. She said the University will not determine
who can use the pool, but some system could be set up to issue passes
for Town residents. Mr. Durnall told the meeting it would have to pass
his amendment if it wanted to be certain that Durham residents could
swim without charge in the two-week period specified. The vote was
taken on Mr. Durnall' s amendment, and it was defeated.
After further discussion, it was moved by Avery Rich, seconded, that
the Article be amended to state that all residents of Durham be allowed
to swim in the University pool free of charge and that nonresidents be
charged the usual fee for the last two weeks of August. The vote was
then taken on Mr. Rich's amendment, and it was adopted 119 to 107. The
vote was taken on the Article as amended, and it lost.
Article 18. It was moved by Iris Estabrook, seconded, that the Town
reinstate day care funding in the amount of $4,500 (the amount from the
1983 budget) to assist those day care centers in Town that are not
receiving Strafford County Day Care funds. Such sum should be
presented to the Friends of Durham Day Care to distribute to those
centers, as had been the past practice. Mrs. Estabrook spoke to the
Article and urged the Meeting to approve it.
Budget Committee Member Margaret Faulk said the Committee decided not
to fund this program at this time. This request is specifically for
the Durham Infant Center, which doesn't qualify for County funds
because the income of the people using the Center is not low enough.
The Budget Committee suggests that the Friends of Durham Day Care
should consider assessing the other towns that have children using the
Center as some of the children come from as far away as South Berwick,
Maine.
Donald Bassett, President of the Friends of Durham Day Care, urged
support of the Article as the Infant Center is having a hard time
meeting their obligations, which includes $600/month rent to the Town
for the Grange Hall. Shirley Thompson said that rent includes
utilities, and the Town is maintaining the building and making the
necessary repairs.
Budget Committee Member David Delage said there is a waiting list for
the Durham Infant Center. If they have 100% occupancy the total income
for the year would be $85,000. The projected expenses are $78,000,
which would leave a $7,000 surplus. Mr. Delage said the Center budget
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does not show the income it receives from Friends of Day Care. The
only income shown is from the people putting their children in the
Center.
Mrs. Estabrook said you can't keep the Center at 100% occupancy because
there are always children coming and going. The salaries they pay the
staff are very low for qualified day care personnel. The Center
charges $8.00 for half a day and $16,00 for a full day, and the Board
of .Directors doesn't feel they can go any higher with the fees.
After some further discussionn, the vote was taken, and the article was
lost.
Article 19. It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town
authorize the Selectmen to receive and deposit in the Federal Revenue
Sharing Fund, Federal Revenues allocated to the Town by the Federal
Government under provisions of the 1972 Acts of Congress, as amended,
establishing the State and Local Assistance Act, and to authorize
withdrawal from this fund for budgeted appropriations the amount of
$125,869.44 for the purposes as listed in the Warrant in the Town
Report.
Mr. Durgin said the expenditures listed in this Article are already
included in the Budget, and approval of this Article would allow the
Selectmen to offset the expense with monies from the Federal Revenue
Sharing Fund. After some discussion, the vote was taken, and it was
adopted.
It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that we postpone action on
Article 20 until we had learned the results of the voting on Article
16. Motion carried.
Article 21. It was moved by James Chamberlin, seconded, that the Town
vote to appropriate the sum of $493,209.00 to defray its share of the
cost of Strafford County Government. Mr. Chamberlin said this amount
is up from the $460,000 we paid last year because of the new county
jail, the court system loss of revenues due to new State legislation,
and the additional wages for the nurses and staff at the County nursing
home. The Article was adopted.
Article 22. It was moved by William Skinner, seconded, that the Town
form a committee of five appointed by the selectmen: (1) To study the
desirability of changing the form of government in Durham; (2) To make
a report of its recommendations for publication in the 1985 Annual
Report; and (3) To propose any Warrant Article appropriate for
consideration at the 1986 Town Meeting. Mr. Skinner said the Town
government was studied in 1968, and the recommendation was to increase
the size of the Board of Selectmen from three to five members. Since
that time many changes have taken place in the community, and it is
time to look at this matter again. Motion carried.
Article 23. It was moved by Thomas Richardson, seconded, that the Town
direct the Board of Selectmen to have fire protection and rescue
service in our community studied by an appropriate, unbiased,
professional consulting organization. The study results should contain
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recommendations relative to the proper and efficient organization and
management of fire protection and rescue service in our community. The
results of this study shall be available to the public by September 1,
1985. Mr. Richardson, President of the Durham Firefighters, said the
Durham-UNH Fire Department has problems, there have been several
different chiefs in the last few years. He said the firefighters have
tried to change things within the system, but they have been unable to
resolve many of the problems, so as a last resort they are coming to
the Town Meeting.
Margaret Faulk said the Budget Committee could not support this Article
because it doesn't have a dollar amount attached to it. After some
discussion, it was moved by Donald Sumner, seconded, to add the words
"and raise the sum of $10,000 for this purpose" after the first
sentence of the Article. Mr. Sumner said the turnover of men in the
Fire Department in the last few years has caused the remaining men to
work 50-60 hours a week, and the overtime pay cost the Department about
$40,000. So if we could work these problems out, it would be a benefit
to the Town. The vote was taken on the amendment, and it was adopted.
Former Fire Commissioner Richard Proulx said the Fire Chief answers
only to the Board of Fire Commissioners. He said if the Board of
Selectmen, the Budget Committee, and others would go to the
Commissioners instoad of the Chief when they had questions or problems,
there would not be so much pressure on the Fire Chief. Mr. Proulx went
on to say that roughly ten years ago the firemen voted to become
U.N.H. employees rather than Town employees. The U.N.H. raises have
been small over the past few years, while the Town raises have been
substantial, so now the firemen feel they could do better as Town
employees. Mr. Proulx said he supports the Fire Department, and he has
supported and voted for every raise the firemen have gotten. He said
the Fire Department is a good bargain for the Town of Durham.
After further discussion, the vote was taken on the Article as amended,
and it was adopted.
Art i cle 20 . It was moved by Owen Durgin, seconded, that the Town adopt
the budget for the period January 1, 1985, to December 31, 1985, in the
amount of Three Million, Six Hundred Nineteen Thousand, Six Hundred and
Thirty-Seven Dollars ($3,619,637.00), and to raise by taxes the sum of
One Million, Five Hundred One Thousand, Nine Hunderd and Eighty-Seven
Dollars ($1,501,987.00)
.
Shirley Thompson, Chairman of the Budget Committee, said the Committee
has been working very hard meeting weekly with Department Heads and
various committee members in an attempt to put together a budget which
is equitable to all the citizens of the Town of Durham. Before the
Committee began its work on this year's budget it was faced with two
expenditures which were approved at last year's Meeting that are in the
budget for the first time: $80,040 for the principal and interest on
the fire station notes and $13,800 principal and interest for the new
fire truck.
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Mrs. Thompson said the increase in budgeted monies to be raised by
taxes is $254,608. This increase comes from four areas: the fire
station (31.4%), the fire truck (5.4%), tax anticipation notes (21.2%),
and general operating costs (41.9?). The largest increases were due to
the fire station and truck (11.13% increase from 1984) and the tax
anticipation note increase due to the increase in the school budget.
Mrs. Thompson said that despite all the efforts of the Budget
Committee, we are faced with a 20.4% increase in the monies to be
raised by taxes. Nearly 40% of this increase comes from action taken
at last year's Town Meeting, and over 20% is strongly influenced by the
increased school budget. The overall Town operating budget is up by
only 3.56%.
It was moved by Anne Goodman, seconded, to increase the budget in the
amount of $26,367.30 to provide for a Code Enforcement Officer-Building
Inspector. Mrs. Goodman spoke to the article saying that one half of
the money requested would be offset by $13,238.15 in revenue from
various contractors, and another $7,000 would be revenue from such
things as amusement device fees, etc., leaving only $6,238.15 to be
raised by taxes.
Nelson Kennedy asked if those revenue items weren't already shown as
revenue items. Budget Committee Member Frederick Reischer said those
items were already included in the revenue section of the budget, so if
we vote to spend this $26,367.30, it will all have to be raised by
taxes. Dr. Lawrence Slanetz said as Health Officer he supported the
motion made by Mrs. Goodman because it would provide for a fulltime
Code Enforcement Officer-Building Inspector. Donald Sumner said the
Budget Committee did not get a report from the Building Code
Enforcement Committee, nor did they get a request for funds until the
night of the public hearing on the budget. So the Budget Committee did
not have the proper chance to discuss this request.
Bruce Bragdon, Chairman of the Planning Board, said student housing and
accessory housing must be looked at in this Town. Dr. Bragdon said he
has had many calls lately dealing with the increase in student housing
and how it is affecting the neighborhoods in Durham. He urged support
for the motion.
Mrs. Goodman said the request for funds for this position was in the
original budget requests as presented by Public Works Director George
Crorabie, or it would not show in the Selectmen's budget. In addition,
Mrs. Goodman said in her original statements she had said the budget
would have to be increased by the full $26,367.30. Captain William
Cote, Fire Prevention Officer for the Durham-UNH Fire Department, spoke
in favor of the motion on the floor. The vote was then taken on the
amendment, and it was adopted.
It was moved by Alden Winn, seconded, that this amendment be
reconsidered. Mr. Winn explained that he did this in the hopes that
the Meeting would vote not to reconsider this amendment. This would
prevent the amendment from being reconsidered when we reconvene. The
motion to reconsider was defeated.
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As it was 11:15 p.m., and the Moderator had said the Meeting would go
no longer than 11 p.m., Mr. Michael announced that the Meeting was
recessed and would reconvene on Saturday, March 16, 1985, at 9 a.m. in
the Oyster River High School Gymnasium,
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John DuBay asked why the Juvenile Care item in the budget was increased
from $1,500 to $12,000 for 1985. Steven Irving explained that this
item covered the cost of treatment of juveniles in such places as
Odyssey House. We don't know how much we should budget because we
don't know how many juveniles will have to have this kind of care. We
have no control over this figure, and this estimate was made by the
Probation Officer based on his experience.
It was moved by Shirley Thompson, seconded, that $6,000 be deducted
from the Parks and Recreation Budget. Mrs. Thompson said the Oyster
River Youth Association had offered to pay $6,000 toward the irrigation
of the ball fields, which had been requested in the School District
Budget. Since the article for that expenditure had been voted down,
then the Oyster River Youth Association had that money available, and
the amount of the Town contribution could be reduced by that amount.
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it came from contri
of Durham couldn't
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It was moved by Donald Sumner, seconded, that $12,000 be deducted from
the Budget for reduction in the Overtime and Winter Abrasive Accounts.
Mr. Sumner said he made this motion because of the light winter we have
had. Public Works Director George Crombie was given permission by the
Meeting to speak. Mr. Crombie said he had based his requests on a
five-year average of money spent. He said some years you overspend,
and some years you underspend. He had made the best calculations he
could based on this five-year average. Mr. Crombie also said the
storms we have had in this light winter were the kind that required
overtime help because they occurred at night, and since they were rain
and ice storms, it required the use of a lot of sand and/or salt.
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Malcolm MacGregor asked Mr. Crombie if he was underspent for the first
two months of the year. Mr. Crombie said he was not. Mr. Sumner asked
that his motion be withdrawn, and the second agreed. Mr. Sumner said
he respected Mr. Crombie, and if his figures showed they were on target
with the budget, then he would proceed no further.
The vote was taken on the Budget as amended in the amount of Three
Million, Six Hundred Fifty-Six Thousand, Four Dollars and Thirty Cents
($3,656,004.30) with One Million, Five Hundred Thirty-Eight Thousand,
Three Hundred Fifty-Four Dollars and Thirty Cents ($1,538,354.30) to be
raised by taxes, and it was adopted.
Article 24. It was moved by Norman Stiles, seconded, that the Town
authorize the Selectmen to apply for, negotiate, and do all other
things necessary to obtain such Federal, State or other assistance as
may be available for public works or other municipal functions, and to
expend such funds for these projects. The vote was taken, and the
results were: Yes 91, No 5. The motion received the necessary 2/3
majority, and the Moderator declared it adopted.
Article 25. It was moved by Anne Goodman, seconded, that the Town
authorize the Selectmen, under authority of R.S.A. 80:42, to sell and
transfer the tax lien and/or the title to real estate acquired by the
Town at a tax collector's sale for non-payment of taxes, in default of
redemption for such tax sale within the time limited by law, by deed or
otherwise upon such terms as the Selectmen shall deem to be in the best
interests of the Town. Motion carried.
Article 26. It was moved by Norman Stiles, seconded, that the Town
authorize the Selectmen to borrow necessary money in anticipation of
taxes by issuing short-term notes. Motion carried.
Article 27. It was moved by Robert Keefe, seconded, that the following
resolution be adopted by the Town Meeting:
BE IT RESOLVED that the Legislative Representatives of the
Town of Durham be requested, through action in the State
Legislature, to require a public hearing in the area of
Durham prior to any further legislative action relative to
the construction of the proposed 1-393 highway or to
HB 3 91.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution be
delivered forthwith to Durham's Legislative Representatives
and to the Chairman of the Strafford County Delegation to
the General Court for their information and that the
cooperation of said Delegation be requested.
Mr. Keefe spoke to the motion saying that the HB 391, which would
appropriate $15,000,000 for land acquisition and studies for the new
1-393, was blatantly premature as there had been no public discussion
on this matter and no environmental considerations. The new bridge
would go across the widest part of the Bellamy River, when further up
the river a smaller bridge could be built. Mr. Keefe said there is
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great concern among the people in this area for the damage that would
be done to the environment if this road is built. He also said one
group in the Legislature is working to save the environment in this
area while another group wants to build this highway, which would ruin
the environment. Mr. Keefe said this highway plan is econom>ically and
ecologically a disaster.
Anne Moher spoke and urged support for this motion because the citizens
of Durham and the other towns in the area have not been heard. VJhen
people went to Concord to the Legislative hearing, they were not
allowed to speak.
Following some discussion, it was moved by Gerald Smith, seconded, to
amend the motion by deleting the rest of the first paragraph after the
words "relative to the construction" and replacing it with "and any
appropriation for land acquisition for 1-393 (i.e. H.B. #391) until
all proposed routes have had the same engineering, cost, and
environmental impact studies that the preferred route has in the Wilbur
Smith Associates report." The vote was taken, and the amendment was
adopted. The vote was then taken on the motion as amended, and the
resolution was adopted as amended.
It was moved by Robert Keefe, seconded, that the Representatives of the
Town of Durham be requested to keep Durham's Selectmen fully informed
as to all aspects of proposed 1-393 as it affects Durham, including all
legislative committee meetings and legislative actions pertaining to
that proposal and to HB 391, and that said Board of Selectmen be
required to disseminate such information to the citizens of Durham as
it becomes available. The motion was adopted by the Meeting.
The Moderator recognized Herbert Jackson, who rose to compliment the
Mill Pond Committee for an excellent report as presented in the Town
Report, page 97. Having been involved there himself, Mr. Jackson said
he knows something of the problems. Mr. Jackson asked if the Committee
had plans for further action. Patricia Fisk, Selectmen's
representative to the Committee, said the report will be brought
in to the Board of Selectmen in the near future.
It was moved by Donald Sumner, seconded, that the 1985 Town Meeting go
on record as expressing its sincere appreciation to Selectman Norman
Stiles, Administrator Deane Sweet, and Public Works Director George
Crombie for their successful efforts in obtaining the UDAG grant for
water and sewer extensions that made possible the Data General decision
to locate its new facility in Durham. The motion was adopted.
There being no further business to come before the Meeting, it was
moved and seconded that the Meeting adjourn. Motion carried. The
Meeting adjourned at 10:40 a.m.
• Jf kf^^L ..
Town Clerk
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TOWN OF DURHAM, N.H. INFORMATION SHEET
The following information is made available to aid all
residents of the Town of Durham:
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS
POLICE DEPARTMENT: 868-232'4
FIRE AND AMBULANCE CALLS: (Dispatch Center) 862-1212
DURHAM AMBULANCE CORPS: (Business calls only) 862-367'*
DOG OFFICER: (Dispatch Center) 862-1392
WATER & SEWER LINE BREAKS: Call Town Office 868-5571
(After 5:00 P.M.: 868-232^4)
VISITING NURSE (Squamscott Home Health) - 868-5055
TOWN OFFICE FUNCTIONS
TOWN OFFICE HOURS: Monday through Friday: 8:00 A.M. -5:00 P.M.
Ca r Reg i st ra t i on : Registration in month of birth. Resident Tax for
current and prior year must be paid. Car inspec-
tion at time of registration.
Dr i ver ' s L icense
:
Applications available at Town Clerk's Office.
Resident Tax must be paid.
Dog Registration : Due May 1st.
Fees: Neutered Male/Spayed Female $3.50
Male $6.00
Female $6.50
Resident Tax : $10.00 per resident, ages 18 to 65.
Due December 1st or at time of car registration.
Property Taxes : Due December 1st or thirty (30) days after date
of issuance.
Water and Sewer Billings: Issued every six (6) months
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Property Tax Exemptions: A pernanent apolication for the following
exemptions must be filed with the Town prior
to April 15 in the year of initial application,
VETERANS SERVICE EXEMPTION SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM EXEMPTION
BLIND EXEMPTION CURRENT USE EXEMPTION
ELDERLY EXEMPTION
Cemetery Information : Contact Trustees of Trust Funds, 868-5571
Voter Registration: New voters can register with the Supervisor of
the Checklist or the Town Clerk. Proof of age
and citizenship are required.
IMPORTANT MEETINGS
TOl.'N MEETING: 2nd Tuesday in March.
Board of Selectmen : Every Monday, 7:00 P.M., Town Office
Planning Board: First and third Wednesday, 7:30 P.M., Town Office
Other Town committees meet as necessary.
NOTICE OF MEETINGS are posted in the Town Clerk's Office and on the
Bulletin Board outside the Town Office.
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICES are posted in the Town Clerk's Office and on
the Bulletin Board outside the Town Office;
also posted on the Bulletin Board at the Mill
Road Shopping Plaza.
MISCELLANEOUS
Solid Waste Disposal Site : Located on Du'-h^m Point Road
Hours of Operat ion :Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday: 7 :00AM-3 : 30PM
Building Permits: Obtained at Durham Jo\-jn Office.
Garage Sale Permits : Obtained at Durham Town Office.
Application must be made two weeks prior to sale,
and only two sales per year are permitted.
NOTE: The Town Office would appreciate being notified of any change
of address of Durham residents, to facilitate Town business.
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COVER PHOTO:
The Oyster River bridge needs to be replaced, according to state high-
way engineers. "The bridge has always been considered the center of the
village," someone wrote in 1827 in a letter preserved in the Durham Historic
Museum. In 1799 George Ffrost erected this building which eventually housed
warehouse, store, and post office. The Boston stage crossed the bridge on
its way to Dover and the driver was able to deliver the mail at the post
office without dismounting. The upper floor was built later out over the
water with a trap door in the floor to allow goods to be pulled directly
into the building from gundalows below. In 1893 the warehouse was torn down.
BACK COVER PHOTO:
A 1984 view of the Oyster River bridge taken from about the same spot
as the cover photo. In replacing the ancient bridge, highway engineers have
been asked by the Durham Historic District Commission to retain as much as
possible the familiar facade and the opening to the Mill Pond dam.
Photographs:
Courtesy of The Transcript
and the Durham Children's Library.
A special note of thanks to L. Franklin Heald, who reproduced the front
cover of the report and photographed the up-to-date scene of the Oyster River
bridge shown on the back cover. We also thank Mr. Heald for his many other
photographs used in the report.
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